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Jim Darhngton
took home six
awards on
Saturday, April
14 at the
Knight Images
Awards Show.

THE

PHOTO BY ALEX
ROMANIUK .

This year's Knight.Images Awards winners

-NEWS, pg. A-8
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Institute of Simul3.tion and Student
Training director resigns operates
painting
business
MICHAEL ROBBINS
STAFF WRITER

UCF pitcher Jason Arnold suffered
iust his second loss of the season_
last weekend against Campltell.

Professor Dennis McBride
has resigned from his position
as director for the University of
Central Florida's Institute of
Simulation and Training (IST)
in order to return to his family
in Virginia. McBride has been
at UCF as both the director of
IST and a member of the faculty for various departments

since October 1999.
"We're very disappointed
that he's decideq to leave,
though we can't exclude his
priorities," said M.J. Soileau,
the Vice-President of Research
for UCF. "'It's a good direction
[for McBride] but a great loss,
for UCF."
The official date for
McBride's resignation is June
1, 2001.
McBride will continue to

-SPORTS, pg. A-28

work for IST until this date, at
which time Deputy Director
Brian Goldiez will temporarily
replace him. Goldiez will only
serve until a new director can
be appointed; a · process of
selection has all ready begun in
the Office of Research.
McBride came to UCF
with a background heavily
entrenched in research science.
MCBRIDE, Page A-10
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Students registered in the Engineering Concepts and Methods dass competed in a potato race at the Reflection
Pond for a grade. The obiects used could be worth no more than $28 and had to keep in contact with the
water until the potato traveled from one end of the stairs and around the fountain to the opposite side.-

Students feel tenure may lower education's quality
AMY PAVUK
STAFF WRITER

Many University of Central
Florida students feel they are
receiving a poor education and
are assigned incompetent p ofessors because of the academic tenure system.

"I hope to God school will ·with tenured teachers is that
get me somewhere," George, a they just don't care anymore."
UCF junior, said.
George explained, "They've
"But, when my teachers been here so long that teachings
care about their paychecks no longer about making sure
more than the experience of students retain the knowledge."
their student's education, I am
George feels incompetent
almost positive I won't."
professors on tenure status lack
He added, "The problem communication and teaching

skills. He explained: "Yes,
teachers know what they are
talking about. However, if they
cannot relate it to their students
in a way that young minds
understand, then what is the
point of teaching in the first

FACULTY, Page A-11

Gay, lesbian and bisexual awareness month comes to UCF
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WR.TIER

Every year April I marks the
beginning of Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Awareness month. This
is the seventh year that UCF has
celebrated the month. Many of
the events held on campus are
sponsored by the Gay, Lesbian
and Bisexual Student Union

(GLBSU.)
The biggest event in this

month was Pride Night, held
Friday, April 13, which featured
Bob Smith, a comedian and actor.
A number of discussion groups
were held, with topics such as the
gay and lesbian experience in
America, an intimate look at relationships, sexuality and religion
and sexuality and politics. 1
Also available this month,
free to all UCF students, faculty,
alumni and the general public are
four film fests, including

Different For Girls, All Over Me,
Show Me Love and The Broken
Hearts Club: A Romantic
Comedy. Each is held at 7 p.m. in
the Student _:c.Jnion, and dates are
available on the GLBSU website.
Throughout the entire month
a display called The GLBT
Experience in America will be on
show at the UCF Main Campus
Library on the second floor.
GLBSU sponsors many of
the events during this month. 'fl\e

club's goals center on the elimination of homophobia and the
enactment of legislation for the
protection of homosexual and
bisexual people. One of the
GLBSU's biggest rules is the
Golden Rule, which upholds their
main goal of toleration. Anyone
interested in becoming involved
with the GLBSU should contact
them through their website,
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu ?-ucfgl
bsu/ ·

ADA LAM
STAFF WRITER

Student Justin Diamond
runs his own painting business, for which he puts together a marketing strategy, sets
up his own paint jobs and
hires his own painters.
Diamond is a branch manager for College Works
Painting, an organization that
allows students to manage
their own business. Students,
trained by the CWP, get as
many paint jobs as possible
during the summer According
to how many houses were
painted, the students get paid
in August.
, "'·~ GWP's District Manager
Ben Younge, spoke in one of
Diamond's business ' classes.
He wanted to establish a
branch of College Works
Painting in Florida, so he
recruited from the University
of Central Florida in the fall
bf 1999.
"I've always planned to
run my own business one
day," Diamond said. "This
was the perfect opportunity
for me." .
Diamond went through
four interviews and had to
speak with past interns before
he was finally hired .
This semester, Diamond
has been a~ending training
workshops in between meetings with Younge and other
branch managers in Florida.
He has been calling potential
customers, giving estimates
on potential paint jobs and
setting up appointments.
Diamond has also begun
to look for possible UCF students to paint houses for him
this summer, from May to
· August.
Diamond is a full time
student in business management. He works from his
home and puts in an average
of 20-30 hours a week.
Along with training stu1
•· dents, CWP also does volun. 'teer work. This past March,
Diamond along with other
branch managers volunteered
with Seniors First, a charity
that paints the homes of senior
citizens who are not able to
afford it themselves.

3.50/o over invoice on new·and pre-owned vehicles
•
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm, & Much More!
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All payments +tax, 42 months through lender, 12,000 free miles per year except 2001 Jetta GL, for 39 months at 1.D,000 free miles per y~ar. Leasee responsible
for insurance. All leases w/approved credit. Excessive miles at 15¢ per mile at lease end. Total of payment on 2001 New Beetle GL, $10,038; 2001 Golf GL,
$10,038;
2001 Jetta GL, $9,945. Residual at buyout: 2001 New Beetle, $10,676.25; 2001 GolfGL, $8792.25; 2001 Jetta GL, $10,177. No deafer
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ucF-Aium's credits include
"Real World" and·''The Mole-"
PAUL WILSON
STAFF WRITER

•

I

I

•
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Standing tall

For Clay Newbill, Orlando has been
the birthplace of a dream. Newbill, a '82
UCF alumni in radio/television and
film, has turned his degree into an extraordinary career.
"UCF was a absolutely positive
experience for me," said Newbill.
"When I was at UCF from 1979-1982 it
was a wonderful time. The campus was
growing and expanding, it was exciting."
While at UCF, Newbill was a cheerleader, a member of Pi Kappa Alpha and
an Orientation Team member.
"When I came through UCF I was
lucky enough to be told how to register,
what classes and which professors to
take. I just wanted to be able to do the
same thing for incoming students," says
Newbill about his experience as a member of 0-Team.
While attending UCF, Newbill
worked at Walt Disney World attractions, but always had his eyes on production. Upon graduation, he continued
working at Disney and at Channel 6 as a
production assistant.
While at Disney, Newbill got his
first real break. He landed a job with the
Media Productions Department ·a s a
production coordinator. It was there he
was introduced to Don Ohlmeyer, former producer of Monday Night Football

on ABC.
Newbill's department at Disney
eventually became Disney MGM
Studios. "Since I was able to get in. on
the ground floor, I got to do so much. I
eventually made some great contacts in
the business. Everyone told me that if I
wanted to make it big I would have to
go to Los Angeles or New York.''
Newbill went "to Los Angeles in
1991. "People kept telling me that I
would never make it. ·I would be back in
six months, but I was very well connected and was ·able to get work fairly
easily," he said, while acknowledging
that he experienced culture shock in Los
AngeJes.
"Cool as Ice", a documentary on
white rapper Vanilla Ice, was Newbill's
first job in Los Angeles. He worked as a
second assistant director on the inde. pendent film. "It was great just to have
a regular paycheck at that point, but it
was a funny experience for me. Can you
imagine playing tennis with the back-up
singers for Vanilla Ice? It was an experience," he said.
Newbill then worked on ~'The
Extreme Edge" on ABC, a one-hour
special on extreme sports and one of the
first shows for extreme sports enthusiasts.
The hit MTV documentary _ "The
Real World" was Newbill's next gig,
where he was the coordinating producer
for the second [Los Angeles] and third .

[San Francisco] seasons.
"From there things really took off,"
said Newbill of becoming producer and
director of the hit MTV series "Road
Rules". "'Road Rules" was amazing, I
traveled all over the world afid did all
the missions theA road rulers did, I
jumped out of a plane, saw the running ·"~
of the bulls; :went wing-walking. The
list goes on and. o~." said Newbill.
Last year, Netbill became the coexecutive producer of "The Mole", on
ABC. The show was a success and
Newbill was named executive producer
of next year's. Mole. Newbill recently
signed on to work with Dreamworks on
a game show that will air in the fall of
next year 2002, on ABC. Newbill has
also developed his own company, Dog
Fight.
"Early on this is what I wanted to
do and this is what I was going to do,"
said Newbill. "I worked hard and I
believe that when you work hard and
stay focused, you will be successful.''
Newbill has some advice for UCF
grads who want to follow in his footstep~. "The mistake I made early on, I
had a diploma, but no practical experience. When I graduated I felt I was
ready to take on the world, but I didn't
have enough experience. You must be
willing to start at the bottom and work
your way to the top. You have to be driven and work hard. If you keep at it, it
will come."

.

•

Money matters in .college
•

•
•

•
•

DARCY ELENA RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER

College students know the concept of
not having money very well. It is an
inevitable component of many student's col·
lege years.
The majority of college students
depend on financial aid either from their
parents, a job, government grants, scholarships or a combination of these.
As unlikely as it may sometimes seem,
there is money out there for students. The
problem is knowing where to look.

At the beginning of every search should
be the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA). This form will get the US
Department of Education (DOE) acquainted
with the financial "need" of the student The
federal government will consider the
· finances of students and parents and decide
an award amount. These awards are -in the
form of grants and loans.
The· federal government primarily
gives out Pell Grants, Federal Stafford loans
and Federal Perkins Loans, which are based
on a number of criteria including citizenship, residency, enrollment and academic

progress.
Aside rrom federal aid, . the .FAFSA
information is passed on to the state and to
the college or university. The state DOE
may present grants also .based on need.
Some common need-based awards are the
Florida Student Assistance Grant (FSAG),
the Supplemental Education Opportunity
Grant (SEOG) and the Bright Futures
Scholarships which are based on high
school GPAs, courses and activities. The
FSAG and SEOG are given only to underWEB SITES, Page A-6

PHOI'O BY ALEX ROMANIUK

AUCF student opts for a unique form of trans·
portation to get around campus. Not many
other students _would -attempt to walk on
·stilts.

CRIMINAL DEFENSE
MEMBER

D The Florida Bar
D Academy.of Florida Trial Lawyers
D U.S. Dist. Court, Northern Dist. of FL
D U.S. Dist. Court, Middle Dist. of FL
D U.S. Dist. Court, Southern Dist. of FL
IJ U.S. Dist. Court, Southern Dist. of FL Trial Bar
D· 11th Circuit Court of Appeals
IJ Orange County Bar Association .

•

224 East Marks Street • Orlando, Florida 32803
•

•

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements .
Before you decide ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience .
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Fashion around the world

Are cell phones a risk on the road?

LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

.

PHaro BY HALEY CABRERA

The International Student Association hosted its annual International
Fashion Show April 12 at the Holiday Inn Select aaoss from UCF. Students
modeled dothing.from other t:ountries and dant:ed to showcase differences in
cuhures.

Imagine ·running out to
Publix to satisfy a late night
chocolate craving. The guy in
front of .you is weaving back
and forth and doesn't seem to
be responding to the situation
very well. Of course, you give
him his space and get around
him at the first opportunity
you get. You glance at him as
you go by and notice that, big
surprise, he is on his cell
phone.
The number of people
with wireless subscriptions
has risen from less than ten
million in 1990 to almost sixty
million in 1998 according to a
study done by Alasdair Cain
and Mark Burris of the College
of
Engineering
at
the
University of South Florida.
Cain and Burris's study also
went on to survey the frequency of mobile phone usage
while driving, finding that 17
percent of cell phone owners

say they use their cell phone
on most trips and 10 percent
use it about half the time.
The distraction caused by
cell phone usage is mainly
physical and hence, has less to
do with the dialing mechanism
than is commonly thought.
According to a study done by
James McKnight and A. Scott
McKnight, an intense business
conversation could distract a
driver to the point that vital
cues to impending danger
could be missed.
Why is American obsessed
. with connectivity in recent
years? As recently as 1993,.
cell phones were used more
for business purposes than for
personal conversations. Since
then though, most usage has
changed to personal, with 58
percent of all cell phone calls
in 1997 and 61 percent in
1998.
Also, surprisingly enough,
ladies are not entirely to
blame. In fact, 16 percent of
males who own cells phone
use them on most trips, while
only 5 percent of females do
the same. While 7 percent of
males never use their phones
while driving, 14 percent of
females abstain from cellular
use in the car.
The advantages to owning
a cell phone usually pe:tains to

safety, such as the ability to
call for car help and emergency medical assistance. In
fact, calls to 911 from wireless
phones amounted to 193,000

One new
technological
invention designed to
make cell phone using
as safe as possible is
the 'intelligent
answerphone.'
in 1985 but have skyrocketed
to 30,500,000 in 1997. While
this may seem like a p~s.itive
thing, many emergency phone
operators say that multiple
calls come in from the same
accident because passersby
report the same incident. Also,
it's not yet possible to locate
the accident using a cell phone
as it is using a normal house. hold phone.
In Cain and Burris's study, _
drivers talked on the phone
and drove at the same time.
The time taken to complete the
route was about ten percent
longer when the drivers were
talking on the phone and the
driver's heart rate was signifi-

•

•
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Summer vacations on a college budget
Five vacation
getaways for under
$500 provide thrifty
students with a chance ·
to explore the U.S.
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

•

•
•

The key to any great vacation
is a well-thought out itinerary.
However, summer is quickly
approaching and many students
find few vacation choices on
fixed budgets. Here are several
ideas and vacation destinations
that might help get you started:
Washington D.C.
Visit our nation's capital.
Slightly over eight-hundred miles
away, a 12-14 hour drive, D.C. is
loaded with free attractions such
as The Smithsonian, White House
tour, the famous Ford's Theatrewhere President Lincoln was
shot, The Bureau of Printing &
Engraving, The FBI Tour,
Arlington National Cemetery and
the Capitol.
"Definitely save time for a
walk around the monuments after
dark, " said student Nick Palmer,
"Check the local papers for cheap
concerts and shows."

Other hotspots such as
Georgetown are mixed with college students and young professionals. Upscale shopping ·and
restaurants convert to popular
bars at night. Adam's Morgan,
another local nightspot, is more
culturally diverse with many bars
and clubs. This will be more
affordable than the high-class
Georgetown
environment.
Remember to budget money for
food and drinks. Also, hotels will
be more expensive here, so be
sure to reserve ahead of time.
}jest advice? . Shop around.
Internet prices list certain rooms
as low as $50 a night. But remember driving is nothing like our
daily I-4 commute. Take the
Metro instead, a $5 pass and you
can ride a full day. Another hint,
certain .tour tickets are hard to
find so begin days bright and
early. Find or purchases maps and
familiarize yourself with the area,
or you might spend most days
lost.

Cruise
Sail away. Many cruise pack.:.
ages can be purchased for under
$500.
Russ Wade, a frequent cruise
traveler suggested, ''For $500 or
less you arce looking at 3 or 4
night Bahamas on any line, or a

CHEAP GUYS
COMPUTER~

5-nighter on Carnival (most likely
western Caribbean to Cozumel
and Key West)."
Activities aboard include
multi-course meals, entertainment, 24-hour drinking and pf
course, gambling. All this is
included in th~ total package
price. Again the Internet is a great
source for information, but be
careful, some cruise packages
may not include port charges.
Reserve your tickets early, cruises
often fill up and prices fluctuate
according to seasons. Mos.t cruise
lines depart from Miami, Port
Canaveral or Tampa, so you will
need to provide your own transportation.

Whitewater Rafting
Take the scenic route. Some
students may wish to take "MiniVacations" as provided by
Appalachian Wildwaters. This
company offers custom vacation
packages that involve camping in
the New River country with activities such as rock climbing,
mountain biking, horseback riding, and white water rafting.
Nights are spent participating in
various entertainment activities
such as live music. and story
telling.
Adventure
"MiniVacations" range from two to five
day/nig~ts priced fr?m $215-500.

Both lodging and food are included in package price.

Atlanta
"Hotlanta" far away, but
close to home. Just eight hours
away, Atlanta is perhaps the best
unknown affordable vacation
spot. Visit the famous Coke
museum for just $6.
"It was fun because it was
something different, and they
gave us free coke but I thought it
was a waste of money, too over
priced," said student Krista Lehn.
For those who prefer an outdoor adventure, try hilting Stone
Mountain. College students will
want to visit Buckhead, an area
offering numerous clubs, with
diverse atmospheres from Swing
to Salsa dancing. Those looking
for cultural enlightenment may
want to see exhibits at The High
Museum of Art, located in
Midtown, the business district
just south of Buckhead. Also
located in :Midtown, hi~tory buffs
should plan to see the house of
Margaret Mitchell, author of
Gone with the Wind. Sports fans
won't want to miss an Atlanta
Braves baseball game, with ticket
prices ranging from $40-$1.
Thrill seekers need look _no
further than Six Flags over
Atlanta, a popular amusement

LONGWOOD HWY 17-92 & HWY 434 407-379-0080
WEST ORLANDO NORTH LANE & RINE HILLS RD
407-299-9943
SOUTH ORLANDOJOHN YOUNG & AMERICANA
407-447-1429

park featuring a variety of roller
coasters and thrill rides. Check
listings for park hours, tickets are
$35.Remember al~<;> to set aside
parking fees. Finally for great
shopping, go to Underground
Atlanta, with over 130 shops, and
a great nightlif~otel room rates
are as low as $60 a night, plan
ahead.
Amtrack
Ride the Rail! Have a little
more time on -your hands? Try a
month traveling cross-country by
taking advantage of Amtrak's
limited offer "One Continent,
One Price" which gives you the
chance to plan your own itinerary.
. For thirfy days, you and your
closest friends can travel across
America and into Canada along
Amtrak and VIA train routes.
28,000 miles of ·railways are
available for students at an off
peak special discount of $424.
This offer is only valid through
May 31, 2001 so reserve your
boarding fares beforehand.
All of this information is easily found on the Internet. Vacation
prices will vary based upon personal spending habits so budget
carefully. When planning your
vacation, remember to reserve
everything in advance and confirm through the telephone.

OPEN
MON-SAT 10AM-9PM
SUN 11 AM- 6 PM
1-Sn-99-CHEAP

WWW.CHEAPGUYS.COM LARGEST INDEPENDENT DEALER IN CENTRAL FLORIDA

AMO, INTEL & MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SYSTEM BUILDERS

CHEAP GUYS IS NOW OPEN@ 3 LOCATIONS
•

WHY BUY FROM THE CHEAP GUYS?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

THE FAMILY MASTER PLATINUM

WE CUSTOM BUILD SYSTEMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET
WE DON'T MAKE YOU PAY FIRST AND THEN WAIT 2 WEEKS FOR YOUR SYSTEM
WE HAVE SYSTEMS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
OUR SALES AND SERVICE DEPARTMENTS ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALL SYSTEMS COME VVIH LEGALLY LOADED OPERATING SYSTEMS. CD'S, AND
CERTIFICATES OF AUTHENTICITY ARE ALWAYS PROVIDED.
EVEN SPECIAL ORDERS ARE USUALLY COMPLETED WITHIN 72 HOURS
NO RUSH FEES
NO FUZZV MATH ON UPGRADES OR DOWNGRADES OF SYSTEMS
NO BAIT & SWITCH TACTICS HERE
OVER $SIO,OOO IN INVENTORY TO SERVE ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS

MIDTOWER DELUXEATX CHASSIS, 300 WATT POWER SUPPLY, ECS K7VZA DELUXE SOCKET A
MAINBOARD, AMO ATHLON THUNDERBIRD 1000 CPQ'l.8 MB PC133 MICRON SDRM, 40 GB ULTRA
ATA-100 HARD DRIVE, 64 MB VOODOO 5 5500 DELUXE NQNTEGRATED AGP GRAPHICS CARD, 56K
V.90 HARDWARE BASE MODEM, KINGSTON 10/100 NIC, 3D SOUNDBLASTER COMPATIBLE SOUND,
MITSUMI FLOPPY, 8X4X32 CDRW, 12X DVD, DESIGNER KEYBOARD, MOlJset:Al(ERS,WINDOWS ME
W/ CD, MEGA SOFTWARE BUNDLE,

ONLY .99.99

5°k OFF ALLREGULAR& ADVERTISEDPRICES WITHrHIS A.D &UCF STUDENT OR ALUMNI ID

THIS WEEK'S BLOWOUT SYSTEM
,

SV6A MONITOR
COLOR PRINTER

•

•

THE COYOTE J'R.

INTEL 600 MHZ SYSTEM
Includes 15" COLOR

SPECIALSl~o LIMITED QUANTITES! NO BULL!

a

Includes 17"

COLOR SVGA MONITOR
COLOR PRINTER

a

Intel Calaron 600MHz FGPGA CPU
64 MEGS of PG100 SDRAM (up to 256MB Max supported)
Bunt in Intel Direct 3D 2X AGP Video (Shared Memory)
56K V.90 Rockw•ll Chipset Modem
Built in Crystal 3D PCI Sound
10 GIG IDE Hard Dive, 40x (MAX) CD ROM Drive
1.44MB Floppy, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse, Speakers
2 USB Port• 1 in front and f in back for easy access
Intel 810~hipset microATX Motherboard
Audio In & Out I Game Port on front
~
One open 5.25" External Drive Bay
~
Two openPCI Slots, 1 Serial/ 1 Parallel Port ce1eron ·
Windows 98 w/ Cd, Manual, & COA
- -=-

AMD DURON 750 MHz CPU
128 MEGS of PG133 SDRAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported)
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 3D 4X AGP Video
56K V.90 VOICE/DATA ModelJY10/100 NIC
Built in AC97 30 PCI Sound
20 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 50x (MAX) CD ROM Drive
1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse
Amplified Stereo Speakers
2 USB Ports
ECS K7VMA ATX Motherboard ·
Three open 5.25" External Drive Bay
Three open PCI Slot, 1 Serial / 1 Parallel Po
Wind~_ws ME w/ Cd, Manual, & COA
•

ONLY

ONLY

$599.99No REBATES & NOBULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 399. 99)
UPGRADE TO 128 MB SDRAM. 20 GIG HARD
DRIVE. cl 12X DVD FORONLY $-99.99

,.liill

$799.99No REBATES & NoBuLL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 599. 99)
.UPGRADE TO TBIRD 1000 MHZ CPlDNLY $119.9~
UPGRADETO 256 MB SC>RAM FORONLY $99.99

THE FAMILY MASTER
Includes tr COLOR SVGA MONITOR ·&
COLOR PRINTER
POWERFUL AMO DURON 800 MHz CPU
128 MEGS of PG133 SDRAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported)
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 3D 4X AGP Video
56K V.iO VOICE/DATA Modem
Bull In AC97 3D PCI Sound, 10/100 NIC CARD
40 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 8X4X32 CDRW & BX [Ml)M
1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse
Amplified Stereo Speakers, 2 USB Ports
ECS K7VMA ATX Motherboard
AMDl1
TWO open 5.25" External Drive Bay
Windows ME w/ Cd, Mnual, & COA
MEGA SOFTWARE BUNDLE

ONLY

•

$999. 99 NO REBATES cl NO BULL
(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 799. 99)
UPGRADETO TBIRD 1000 MHZ CPlDNLY $99.9~
UPGRADE TO 256 MB St>RAM ONLY $99. 99

CUSTOM BUILD YOUR NEW SYSTEM ONLINe AT WWJV.CHEAPGUYS.COM
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-News Briefs-

:Web sites prime spots for finding financial aid

Around Campus I
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COMP/I.ED BY BECKI PANOFF

Students against tobacco
There's something free for
you from Strike: Student Tobacco
Reform Initiative Knowledge for
Eternity. Visit their website at
http://nosmoking.fsu.edu/strikehq/web/welcome.cfm, fill out the
smyey, print the completion screen
and bring it to the Campus
Wellnesss Center. (1R 617 Next to
CREOL). You'll receive a free gift
if you do.

graduate students.
Some students may also qualify for Federal College Work Study
(FCWS), a need based grant that
allows students to work on campus
for a set amount of aid. Students
should check with the Financial
Aid Department to see if they qualify. Undergraduate, graduate and

I

Didyou7

Seminar to be held
The seminar, Contracting .
Issues for High-Tedi Companies ·
and Basic Intellectual Property
Issues will be held Thursday, April
26, 2001 at 1 p.m. Scott Kizer will
be speaking on Contracting Issues
and Holly Derentha will speak
about Intellectual property issues.
Mr. Kiz.er and Ms. Derenthal are
Associate Attorneys in the Foley
and Lardner ·Orlando office and
practice on the E-Business
Information Technology Practice

know

This event will be held at the
Central Florida TechnolOgy
Incubator. For further infonnation
and directions to the Incubator,
please call (407) 882-0202.
Staff and wire services were used in this report.
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STAFF WRITER

learn, researchers have found.

1

Team.

•

second degree-seeking undergraduate students can be awarded.
Aside from federal and state
grants, the college or university
may provide students with grants
and scholarships. These may
include Merit and Scholar Awards
and are awarded based on academies, need, student activities, leadership, or work experience. The
UCF Merit Award is given to full-

•

'Useless facts of the week
On average, clergymen,
lawyers and doctors each have
15,000 wqrds in their vocabulary. Skilled workers who
haven't had a colfege education know between 5,000 and
7 ,000 words. Farm laborers,
about 1,600.

The penguin is the only
bird that can swim, but not fly.
It is also the only bird that
walks upright.
Allergies cause students in
the United States to miss 1.5
million school days a year.
Allergy sufferers experience a
significantly reduced ability to

Actor Jeremy Irons
provides the voice of
the narrator for
Spaceship Earth
at Walt Disney
World's Epcot
Center
Orlando,
Florida.
In 1994,
Michael Kearney
received
his
Bachelor of Arts
degree from the
University of South
Alabama.
l
Michael
Kate
was
Hudson

time undergraduate students who
exhibit need and academic
achievement.
There are scholarships available for every kind of student.
They range from military to minority scholarships. There are also gay
and lesbian scholarships, Greek
student scholarships, and at least
one for every major imaginable
from astrophysics to home eco-

nomics. Finding such funds is
facilitated by the Internet. There
are hundreds of sites existing to
show students how and where to
obtain much needed financial aid.
The key to receiving aid is
starting the search early. The funds
can and do run out. Deadlines must
be met and the requirements for
aid differ with the various awards
and organizations.

10 years old and the youngestever college graduate. In 1997,
Mary Fasano graduated from
Harvard University at the age
of 89, one of the oldest to ever
graduate from college.

musician, bandleader
d: 2000

.. Born this
week .••
April 18, 1963
Conan
O'Brien, TV
talk show host,
Emmy Awardwinning writer

April 19, 1979
Kate Hudson,
actress
April 20,
1925
Tito
· [Ernest]
• '1Puente,
'j azz

April 21, 1816
Charlotte Bronte, ·author
d: 1855

.;w~•'1''6'i

April 22, 1870
Nikolai Lenin [Vlad~mir Ilyich
Ulyanov], Russian premier
d: 1924
April 23, 1564
William Shak~speare, poet
and playwright
d: 1616

•
April 24, 1972
Chipper Jones, Atlanta Braves
baseball player
Quote of the week
"In literature as in love,
we are astonished· at what is
chosen by others."
- Andre Maurois

.
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This way to the Future .... 21st century careers
begin with graduate study at UCF

Graduate
Studies
Offering more than
80 master's and
doctoral programs

-

apply online
www.graduate.ucf.edu

April 18, 2001 • www.UCFfuture.com
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Don't give up
Though current market bad,
investors must be optimistic
EUROPEAN~

•

Experience 8 countries in 14 days! Take a gondola ride
through Venice canals, climb to the top of the Eiffel Tower,
experience a typical Bavarian beer hall, and more!

$1015

•

...

•

BEACH~EEFS
Discover Australia! Spend 14 days in the Land Down Under.
Cross the Tropic of Capricorn, visit Cape Byron, stay at
Surfers Paradrse and enjoy Australia's national parks and
natural attractions.
$905

RAINBO~
Join this "easy going adventure•• through South Africa and
Swaziland. View the big five African game from open-topped
vehicles, plunge into the warm waters of the Indian Ocean and
go wine tasting north of the Cape!
$1699

•

Airfare aad travel iasaraace nat im:luded.

•

Student Union, 407~541.2000

VllCaliona
fer 18 IO 35 )'Ml' Olds

ii@TRAVELI

uE1f!E

•

STUDENTS

W,AJ\ffi-o .

•

•

5E

• Fully furnished spacious • Individual (private)
bathrooms available
3 and 4 bedroom units
• Individual leases for
your financial protection
Each unit provides:
• fullsize washer and dryer
•microwave
•garbage disposal
• dishwasher
• refrigerator with icemaker
•range
• miniblinds

eommtmtL)' r6ftU?6S
• computer lab
• fitness center
• sand volleyball court
•clubhouse
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
• 2 sparkling pools ·
• beautiful lakeside setting
•gazebo area
• fax service available

• Private balconies available

•

•Study desk in every bedroom
•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone lines

Other Floorplans Available

FREE HIGH SPEED :INliERNET ACCESS

Located on McCulloch Road - just outside the UCF North Gate!
For_ More Info Call:

366-7474
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been seeing daily, even by
Wall Street's most respected
companies. For example, just
this year alone, Motorola has
laid off a total of 22,000
employees. When all this happens, analysts downgrade
stocks and lower earnings estimates,
therefore ' losing
investor confidence and taking
RYAN TOTKA
the demand out of stocks. It's
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
a vicious cycle.
.So what can been done to
Two years ago it was easy
resolve this mess? Most
to make money in the stock
importantly, we want to see
market, simply buy technoloinvestors gain back confidence
gy issues and watch your portin this difficult economic envifolio make monstrous gains.
ronment. There are a lot of
In today's current market, it is
investors right now sitting on
a totally different ballgame.
the ·sidelines with plenty of
Some people get sick, others.
cash trying to get in at the
can't sleep at night and the
right time by picking a market
rest simply resist to even look
bottom, a near impossibility.
at their portfolio. Those who
The NASDAQ has plummeted
just started investing in the
67 p~rcent from its high and
past year have got a bad taste
the Dow is off close to 20 perin their mouth and are expericent · from its 11,700 levels
encing one of the worst
back in January of 2000.
declines in market history. So
Chairman Alan Greenspan
the big question younger
has cut interest rates three
investors want answered is,
times this year to help spur the
what is the reason for this big
economy, but that has not been
mess and what can stop the
enough. Look for a few more
,
bleeding?
interest rate cuts in upcoming
Reason number one is
months
by
head-honcho
simple. Company valuations
Greenspan. We need positive
were trading at unsustainable
economic data and for compalevels. The price to earnings
nies to beat expected earnings
ratios (which many analysts
in order for us to see another
use to find how cheap or
good run in the market. Just
expensive a stock is trading at)
like in life, confidence is keyl
were throu'gh the roof. The
If you're a younger
price of stocks, mainly techinvestor with a long-term
nology issues, could not susinvesting horizon, consider
tain their prices compared to
this a valuable opportunity.
earnings. How could compaThe pain will stop soon. Stay
ny's balance sheets who are in
positive!
the red and not scheduled to
make money for years down
the road or even ever make
money, trade at ridiculous
prices? The bubble has finally
The Central Florida Future
burst and is taking no prisonand Collegelnvestors.com
ers. Most of these dot-corn's
cordially invite you to attend
will trade at pennies and many
a FREE MG and the Stock
will go out of business. Just
Doctor Investment Seminar
look at the stock chart of any
at Tabu Nightclub on
dot-com issue on the market.
Thursday, April 26 at 7 p.m.
It is very hard to find one that
Students will be educated on
is not trading at or near a 52
the current market condiweek low.
tions, personal stocks and
Reason number two is a
investing philosophies. There
little
. more
complex.
will be drink specials, food,
Consumer confidence is down.
freebies and a vacation givePeople do not have a reason to
away. Sign up is FREE and
get excited right now. We need
seating is limited. Log on to
positive
announcements
www.ucffuture.com or call
among the blue chip stocks
(407) 83 1-8002. The first 50
that have been beat up this
UCF students(With Valid
past year. Companies continue
ID)to show up will receive a
to disappoint the street with
free Collegelnvestors.com
bad earnings, in turn forcing
t-shirt. See the ad on
companies to cut costs by layPage B-7.
ing off workers as we have

Seminar

Log on to www.UCFfuture.com for
more News, Opinions,
Entertainment and Sports
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Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
works with disabled kids
NATHAN HOLIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Pi Kappa Phi fraternity has a
unique relationship with Push
America, a service organization
that raises money and awareness
to help create handicappedaccessible constructions across
the country; an alumnus from the
University of North Carolina
actually founded Push in l 977 as
the fraternity's own service organization. In the past two weeks,
Pi Kappa Phi members at
UCF have
been continuing
the fraternity's service-oriented tradition, working · with
America.
Spencer Newman was
accepted several months ago to
ride. in this summer's national
outreach project, the Journey of
Hope, an annual charity bicycle
trek from San Francisco to
Washington, DC, that lasts for
about two months. Along the
ride, the sixty cyclists visit
homes for disabled children
across the country. Before any of
these Pi Kappa Phi brothersfrom many different chapters
thfoughout the nation-can even
begin their bicycle ride, they
each must raise at least $4000
through his own fund-raising
efforts.
UCF Pi Kappa Phi brother
Joe Regenstein was also accepted to participate in the Journey of
Hope, though he wi11 be part of

the crew team that follows in
cars to ensure the riders' safety.
Another brother, Chris Klenk
was accepted to ride in Gear-Up
Florida, a similar bicycling event
that covers 750 miles in Florida
in just two weeks.
Six UCF Pi Kapps also traveled to Brandon, Florida, last
weekend for the regional Give-

A-Push Weekend, another Push
America project to benefit the
disabled. This project utilized the
efforts of 40 men from Pi Kapp
chapters across the Southeast to
construct an all-persons accessible stage and amphitheater in the
Clayton Park, marking the first
time in the· history of Push
America that something has been
built in a public park. Usually,
units are constructed at private
facilities.
The fraternity also held their
annual fund-raising bowling
tournament, Bowl-schlager, last
Sunday. The event, held at the
Aloma Bowling Lanes, raised
over $600 for Push America.

Alpha Delta Pi sorority won first
place overall, followed by Delta
Delta Delta and Zeta Tau Alpha.

Zeta Raises Awareness
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
used the University of Central
Florida campus last week to support and raise awareness for the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation, a philanthropic
organization whose main focus
is to empower women with information that could help them to
detect breast cancer. The
sorority
women
distributed
over
two
thousand breast self-examina. tion waterproof shower cardswhich can be displayed in the
shower and demonstrate the
proper method of breast selfexamination-and
reminder
stickers for daily planners and
calendars.
The sorority also coordinated an event Wednesday night
called "Fashionably Loud," a
fund-raising
fashion
show
between the sororities on campus, and it was held in the
Pegasus Grand Ballroom. Pi
Beta Phi sorority won the fashion competition, and all proceeds
from the event also went to the
'
Susan G. Komen Foundation.
Online
For coverage and pictures of
Greek Week log on to
www.UCFfuture.com.

2001 Knight Images
Awards Winners
Outdoor Board
1- Jim Darlington
2- John Deeb
3-Theresa Zownorega
Finished Print Ad
1- Jim Darlington
2- John Deeb
3- Jim Darlington

Television Commercial
1- John Deeb
2-John Deeb
ercial Script
on

Feature Story
1- Lina Sofia Simpson .
2- Elissa Jacob
3- Elissa Jacob
Newspaper Layout
1- Adam Shiver
2- Andres Tam ,
3- Adam Shiver

Page

Hard News Story
1- Adam Shiver
2- Harmeet Sidhu

3- John Nguyen

Feature Photo
1- Jason Kokotoff
2- Kelly Petrik
3- Jason Kokotoff
Backgrounder
1- Christy Linn
2- Evalyn Casper
3- Heather Allebaugh

y
News Release
1- Heather Haus
2- Heather Haus
3- Jourdan Crumpler ·
Radio Commercial
1- Chris Cucci/David Tangredi
2- Nick LoCicero
3- Nick LoCicero

3- J arnie Kever

Do you .have your AA degree?
Air Force ROTC offers incentives for qualified junior and seni9r level
cadets enrolled in our program.
Incentives include:
•Up to $3,000 tuition per year
•$450 in textbooks
•$200 a month stipend
Special scholarship programs exist for engineers and nurses.
For more information, call us at (407) 823-1247 (UCF-JAIR) or visit us at Building 501
(behind the Recreation Services Building I Swimming Pool).
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Studies find cell phones a distraction
FROM PAGE

•
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cantly higher. This leads
researchers to believe that conversing while driving causes
the driver to proceed more
slowly. Also,/ phone use
increased lateral position deviation, known to most of us as
swerving.
Since inattention among
cell phone users is considerably higher, (17 percent of all
cell phone users as opposed to
only 9 percent of all drivers)
they tend to get into more accidents·. Between 1992 and 1995,
the total traffic related accidents was 233,000, 1,548 of
which ended in fatalities. 4.2
percent of total accidents
involved a cell phone, but in
7. 7 percent of the accidents
with
fatalities
someone
involved was on· the phone at

•
•

•

traffic conditions, and the time - make sure the phone is easily
accessible and close to your
to respond to them .
3.
Drivers over age line of vision.
One new technological
50 are more easily distracted
. invention designed to make
by cell phone use.
Prior experience cell phone using as safe as pos4.
with cell' phones appears to sible is the 'intelligent answerbear no relation to the distract- phone.' The answerphone is a
ing effect of c~llular phone device which increases the
safety of the vehicle by only
use.
There are safer options for allowing the driver to converse
those drivers who plan to con- during safe periods of driving.
answerphone
would
tinue to use cell phones while The
driving. Drivers _ should be receive data from vehicle senextremely familiar with the sors or even visual data and
features and functions of the keep the driver informed about
phone and should keep fre- safety levels, even disconnectquently called numbers in them ing the call ·in extreme cases.
memory,
including
911. Should a call be disconnected,
Hands-:free accessories for cell the caller is referred to the driphones keep your hands free ver's voice mail and told that
for driving. Drivers should they will be reconnected shortpractice using their cell phone 1y. While this is n<;>t readily
while the car is stopped, to pre- available for consumers yet,
pare to drive and talk. Finally, such technology is inevitable.

the time. Drivers using a phone
at the time of the accident were
nine times more likely to die
during the course of the accident. Finally, . drivers with
phones were more likely to
incur a collision because of lateral deviation, or swerving.
Also, 7 percent of cell phone
users drive under the influence
while only 4 percent of noncell phone users do .
The conclusions reached
by Cain and Burris are the fol·
lowing.
1. All forms of cellular
phone usage ·lead to significant
increases in the establishment
of non-response to highwaytraffic situations and increase
in time to respond.
2. Complex, intense conversation leads to the greatest
increases in likelihood of overlooking significant highway

•

·•
2001 Pontiac- Grand AM SE·

Sl 5,895

•
Cash Back

•

GMgrad Cash-Off

Your Pric~

•

•

-

$1,500*
-

$400t

13,995-

;

•
•

•
•

•

Finally got Yllll' de!J'ee. Getting areal jOb. Need anew car. Satisfy Y• ~vlng ambib with the

•ad

Program:·

...

·, Your choice of any new Pontiac •Quick, easy GMA~ financing at attractive rates
•No credit history requiredt •No down paymei:tt on purchase1 • GMgrad cash-off incentive
Visit GMGRAD.com or call 1-800-964-GRAD for detai)s.
'
1

1

MCNAMARA PONTIAC '
101 0WColonial Drive, Orlando ~ 1-407-849-061 0
• {Rebate, $1,500, college grad, $400, $895 McNamara discount. MSRP $16,790.)
t Available toward the purchase or lease of select 2000, 2001 or 2002 vehicles for eligible college graduates. You must either {1) be within 6 months of
graduation or (2} have graduated within the past 2 years from a 2-year or 4-year college or post-graduate program. Graduate students are eligible during their
entire enrollment period. Certificate program students are not eligible. Must take retail delivery from participating-<lealer stock by 9/30/01 and apply to GMAC
financed purchase or lease. Length of finance contract is limited. Minimum amount financed required. Monthly payment deferral not available with GMAC
Smanlease or SmartBuy. Finance charges accrue from date of pur~ GMAC must approve. Not available with some other offers.
• • Based on MSRP less $1,500 cas~ bade ince~ and $400 GM College Grad cash off. Tax, title, license and optional equipment extra Not available with other offers.

Results of
the 2001
·Energy
Challenge

JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

The State University of
New York, College of
Environmental and Forestry
(SUNY · ESF) took first
place of $15,000 on April 7
at
the
2001
Energy
Challenge in Gainesville,
Ga.
SUNY beat out four
other schools including
UCF, University of Maine,
Miami University (Ohio),
and North Carolina State
University. The competition
was to build the most
dynamic and stable sailboat
to race from wood chips.
Their ship finished in a time
of 11 :42; with an overall
score of 82.8.
The second place prize
of $10,000 was garnered by
the University of Maine,
whose boat finished with a
contest best time of 10:48.
However, their score only
amounted to 78.1. Miami
University (Ohio) grabbed
the third place prize of
$5,000 with a total score of
76.2
Even .though
they
placed fourth, th~ UCF team
did not fair poorly. Their
boat finished the race portion of the contest in a time
of 12:08, and earned a final
score of 75.6.
Total scoring for the
event was based on best sai1
performance during the
timed race, written reports,
gross weight, tear and tensile strength and novelty of
design. The race · portion
accounted for only 20 percent of total scoring for the
event .
Energy Challenge 'O 1,
sponsored by the U.S.
Department. of Energy,
Institute of Paper Science
and Technology (Atlanta,
Ga.), Vanguard Sailboats
and Hercules, Inc., alloweq
engineering students to
work with energy efficiency
and waste minimization
concepts that have real
applications in the pulp and
paper industry.
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McBride integral in doctorate program in stimulation·
of simulation training in the
world. The examples of
He earned his Ph.D. from the research conducted by IST
University of Georgia in experi- range from flight simulation for
mental psychology, emphasiz- pilots to simulation of wounds
ing a study of learning theory and various disorders in dummy
(the areas involving condition- soldiers/patients for medical
ing, learning, etc.) In addition, personnel.
McBride has received graduate The main purdegrees from the University of pose is to proSouthern California and Troy vide a safe
State University in the areas of training environment for
psychology and engineering.
Prior to becoming director situations
cataof IST, .McBride worked for the gone
Office . of Naval Researc.h, strophic.
"As simwhere he did research for the
Aviation Medicine and Human ulation sciMcBride
Performance Program, particu- ence evolves
larly in the Medical Science and and stretches across a variety of
Technology Division. Based disciplines, IST's mission is to
upon his former experience \\'.ith help the University achieve true
the areas of learning theory, world-class ·status as a provider
engineering
and
biology, of cutting. edge modeling, simuMcBride was ideal for the posi- lation, and training research,"
tion of director of IST, being , said McBride in his Director's
what Soileau called a "broad Notes for IST, "To this end, our
goal is to play an increasingly
scientist."
IST, one of the largest pro- diverse role in fostering reladucers of grant/research money tionships · among staff, faculty,
for the university, has the pur- industry colleagues, and sponpose of researching and devel- sors."
As director of IST, McBride
oping simulation programs for
various fields in combat and has been able to bring numerous
medical situations. It is current- improvements to the program, .
ly one of the leaders in the field even though he has only served
FROM PAGE A-1

as director for a short time. One
of McBride's major accomplishments has been to bring the
Institute closer to the academic
arena of UCF, making it more
accessible to undergraduate and
graduate students. As McBride
said, it was a sort of building of
an "academic bridge" between
IST and UCF.
'" In addition, McBride has
worked towards expanding the
already existing Master's degree
program in simulation (one of
the first and only such programs
in the nation) to a Ph.D. program, working through the colleges of engineering, arts and
sciences and computer science,
and program in the process of
being created.
"I am extremely proud [of
the
Ph.D.
program
for
Simulation]. I anticipate international notice and recognition
of the program," said McBride,
"I regret that I will not be here
for the first lecture. I recommend that IST .continue the
momentum with regard to acad~mic and push forward with it."
McBride has :.:i.lso worked
towards increasing the prestige
and finances of · the Institute.
During his period as director,
IST has inc_reased its income by

17 percent, to a total of $5.2
million in grants and state
funds. This figure is expected to
increase at the close of this fiscal year. Also, he has taken the
program to new research
sources, which are more commercial than some of their former foundations, primarily military. The cause of these
changes, according to Soileau,
is McBride's transformation of
IST · to a more fundamental,
"curiosity-driven" type of
research, which was able to
diversify funding.
"He's been a true leader for
IST, and we've developed a
friendship," s~id Soileau, "I
hope to keep him involved,
though it won't be the same."
In addition to his duties as
director of IST and as a
researcher for UCF, McBride
also served as a professor for
numerous courses at the university. These were done not out of
obligation to, but rather as a
favor to UCF, according to
Soileau. Thes~ courses ranged
from high-level courses for
graduate students in engineering
programs to introductory courses in general psychology for
horrors students.
"Professo.r McBride was

very' dedicated and passionate
about his work. .I certainly felt I
learned a lot about psychology
'in his class," said Jennifer
Evans, a former student of
McBride. "Future students will
be missing out."
Though saddened to leave
UCF1 McBride feels that family
priorities must <::ome before all
others, and thus must return to
his home in Virginia. However,
he is leaving the university with ·
positive feelings towards l;>0th
the university and IST, seeing
both as something for him to
always be proud of.
"I've been proud to be associated with UCF. It is a university gn the rise, and I've enjoyed
being associated with fac.ulty
and students who really get it,
and are really willing, capable
and promising people," said
McBride.
· Despite the fact that he will
be leaving the University in
June for Virginia, McBride will
still participate in activities of
IST as chair of the IST Advisory
Board, where he will advise
studies conducted at the
Institute, and as a member of
the Board · of Directors for
Simulation, working for the
program in Washington, D.C.

Ca_
sh for your Textbooksl

1

.

.

Did you know:
*We have over .40 ,000. book titles in o~r: buyback database.
*We buy books not from iust UCF, but from SCC, Yalen~ia, DBCC, UF, FSU and more!
*We have an "expa_nded" gui~e which means we buy books otlier stores dorltl
*We have a "will call" list. If you get on our "will call" list for obsolete titles
are in need of your textbook.
}

'.I.

~

~

'

we will call you if we

•

*Used textbooks are.~ 25% or · ~ore cheaper to buy than new books.
*What othe~ product can you use ~or up t~ a year .and get half or more of your m9ney backl

.

.

'

.

Knight's Corner Bookstore

12209 University Blvd
407-658-7979

r~-------------------•

Bring this coupon in for a
free golden

dollar.
Must have a minimum of $20
in book buybacks to receive free
dollar coin.

Store Buyback hours:
Monday - Thursday: 8:30 - -7
Friday: 8:30 - 6
Saturday: 10 - 5

.

Offer expires 4/30/01

~-

------------------~
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Faculty: Tenure gives professors freedom of expression
FROM PAGE

•

•

•

•
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place?"
George said: "Tenure status is not fair because teachers
are never fired. I can be fired
from my job for being unproductive, why can't they?"
Tenured professors are
guaranteed a lifetime po~ition
after demonstrating highly
competent
performance,
according a UCF report on
tenure and permanent status.
t:b.e repo1t stated the tenure
policy permits dismissal for
just cause, and some students
question what a professor can
do before being fired.
Junior Kelley DeHart said
she had a professor who was
late to class, taught while he
was drunk and could not control his students. She described
her class, "Students didn't
respect the teacher and everyone spoke out-loud during leetures."
DeHart said several students made complaints, but
nothing was done. ~·1 know people who had the same problems
with this teacher many years
ago." She questioned, "Why is
he still teaching?"
DeHart feels she is not getting a quality edqcation with

DO YA

tenured teachers because they · tenure is still important for aca- if tenure were eliminated. ·the tenure system is being
are rarely fired. "I'm sure my demic freedom, but, "Tenure "Particularly in the physics examined
nationwide.
teacher is very intelligent, but does not work when things are . area, qualified professors can Florida's newest public school,
. just because. you are an expert normal_, there is really no rea- choose career alternatives that Florida Gulf Coast University
on a subject doesn't mean you son for it." Jones said normally, pay much better than acade- does not grant professors
can 'teach it to 300 students."
professors are not extremely my." According to Tonner, tenure status.
Junior Erin Slatterly said worried about academic free- phy~ics experts· can find jobs in
"I don't know if students
she understands the tenure sys- dom. He explained, stu.dents the business world paying have an advantage or disadvantern was originated to grant are generally more open-mind- much more than a university tage when a school doesn't
academic freedom, but said it is ed than previous generations.
salary.
grant tenure," Jones said.
abused. Slatterly had a ·profes"It would be very difficult
Director of the history "High-quality professors may
sor who did not openly admit to dismiss tenure altogether." department, R. Crepeau; feels be reluctant to teach at a school
she was a lesbian until she was Jones has considered sugges- tenure is vital to the success of that won't guarantee a tenuregranted tenure. "I think my tions .for reorganizing the professors in the social sci- earning line."
professor benefited from the ~enure system, but said he has ences. "The history department
Jones does not know how
safety of tenure," Slatterly said: no real answers. "It is not right is a bit more sensitive to criti- students will be affected in the
"Tenure allowed her to speak to block students from having cism because , of political end. He said if academic tenure
he
· explained. continues, students may be sub-.
freely about her life and not good teachers, but at the same views,"
worry about losing her job."
time, ·it would be difficult to "Sometimes people don't like ject to incompetent prQfessors.
certain views of history and Jones added, if tenure is not
Slatterly said d~spite this protect. academic freedom."
incident, she feels the tenure
He added, "I do not think events that have occurred." awarded, universities might
system . harms
students. tenure is the main reason for Crepeau said academic free- lack experienced teachers.
"Teachers work hard to receive low quality instruction and dom ·would not exist without
"It will be interesting to
tenure, and then forget every- advising. I regard it as a dis- tenure.
see what happens at UCF in the
thing when they are guaranteed tant casual factor way down the
Brooks Madsen supports next few years," Jones said. He
list."
a job for life."
the tenure system, but said it explained: "Many professors
According to a .Christian
Four out of five inter- needs mending. "The tenure that were hired in the early
Science Moniter publication" viewed professors disagree, evaluation process at UCF is 1970s still teach because they
"tenure protects the unproduc- and believe the tenure system is too complex and involved," he were granted tenure, and stutive and insulates professors effective ..
explained. Madsen said there dents want younger teachers.
from pressure. to update skills;"
Dr. Brian Tonne~, chairper- should be a simpler, streamline Will UCF be under pressure to
'
Donald Jones, a philoso- - son of the physics department, format. He said a system keep the teachers that have
phy professor, agrees . with said, "Academic freedom is one should. exist guru:antying only been awarded tenure status?"
many students. "I don't like the of the most important aspects the best t~achers receive tenure
Jones said because tenure
idea of keeping professors on of teaching." Tonner feels pub- status.
is supported by .professors
staff who shouldn't .be teaching lic universities would not
toThe nationwide, "There is nothing
According
anymore," Jones said. He said attract high-quality professors Chronicle of Higher Education, we can do."
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Four years of college
· and then what?
task that inhibits us from finding
STAFF wRITER
"real work" and in the end succeeds in becoming a competition
That wasn't the exact ques- to see who leaves the fastest.
tion I was asking myself when I
But ·what happens when colbegan my college career almost lege ends? Where do we go. then?
three years ago. I believe it was Hello, enter the real world.
more along the lines of Which leads me to my real objec"Awesome parties, my own sweet tive-graduate schools. Many stuapartment and sleeping in sinfully , dents feel that graduate schools,
late on the weekdays. I'm regis- unlike college, offer no real
tering for a lifetime!" Three uni- incentives. Well other than a
versities, one community college promising future, making considand 90 credit hours later I'm erably more money and greater
beginniilg to question the colle- possibilities to climb that corpogiate path and my place in it. rate ladder. But hey, what do.I
Upon attending three of Florida's know?
ten state public universities I have
Aside from this, graduate
to ask-Why is it when students schools do provide an opportuniface the impending plirsuit of aca- ty. A chance to better -yourself as
demic advancement, typically we a human being by way of addiare hypnotized by a myriad of tional scholastic enlightenment?
promises? Promises of a future No, by what I like to call
for which we ourselves can con- ''Delaying Real· Life." Yes, I have
trol. A life limited only to the DRLS-Delaying Real Life
restrictions we ourselves impose. Syndrome. While several more
I doubt this tri-university years of schooling may cause
experience of mine prevents me serious financial debt and a multifrom seeing the ultimate conclu- tude of all-night study sessions, iQ
sion. Which is my point: Students actuality it is preventing the
are in a zealous frenzy to leave inevitable obstacles and chaltheir traditional suburbia home lenges associated with acquiring
life in hopes of finding new per- total freedom-uncertainty that I
spectives, a true purpose via a would 'rather not te~d to at this
four-year education and hopeful- moment in my life. Please don't
ly some sort of academic degree. misunderstand what I am saying.
But rather than bask in the glory I do plan to grow up someday and
of unfamiliar expectations that accept real world responsibilities,
the four-year plan provides, I am just not sure that four years
scholars rush to graduate by at one or, in my case, three uniwhatever possible curriculum.that versities are going to do it.
equates to the most minimal time
I am fully aware of the obvispent at that particular institution. ous advantages to independent
Why? I thought we loved living. I only question the intencollege. At least that's what we tions of· students who denounce
are conditioned to believe in high graduate school like it is some
school. Did we do anything wor- contagious disease. True, many.
thy of our time or academic capa- students may have no reasonable
bilities senior year? No, our final choice. For some, reaching out to
years of K-12 education were the real world seems like a plausispent pondering the many won- ble,
almost
ders of a keg party; along with forgone conclusion but me; I
other endless surprises and bene- rather like my .life. I like the ranfits a college lifestyle might offer. domness and limited indepenOnce in attendance and after the dence it affords: Three more
joys of rent payments~reality yea,;s of school I can deal with,
sinks in. We suddenly find col- the positives far outweigh the
lege
to
be negatives. But then I guess semimerely an annoyance, a trivial living on my own works for me.
CASEY MCCORKLE

EDITOR

Equal coverage?
I am writing in reference to
your April 4 issue. In your
"Greek Beat" you showed a
picture of the ladies of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc ..
dancing to open their "Delta
Week." However, in the Greek·
Beat, you did not mention anything about their week or any
of the events that were held.
Why would you send a photographer w take a picture, and not
a reporter to interview any of

the ladies about the reasons for
having their week?.. In fact, I
don't recall reading anything
about Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity's week, or any of the
other Black. fraternities or
sororities for that matter. Why
is it that none of these· events
are covered, yet yf>u cover all
the events of the traditionally
Whit~ sororities and fraternities? It's also kind of sad that
many_W_hite students don't even

know that. we have Black sororities and fraternities ·on this
campus. In the past two days, I
have had two different people
ask me if we had Greek Black
representation on campus.
Maybe they sh_ould get a little
coverage too. So much for
equal rights and freedom of the
press.

·Ideas on indifference
I think one of the main rea- the sidewalk that inform students sons people come to UCF is that
sons UCF students are "indiffer- of upcoming events, which is a · people don't want to cheer for
ent" is because they don't know _good idea. Where was that last our teams, they just want to party
year during the fall term? The and go to school.
what is actually going on.
Finally, you have to consider
I walk by the Student Union spring. term is always laid back,
most
likely
at
other
schools
·
as
the
fact
that UCF is young, very
everyday and see things going
on, but I didn't know that they well. The fall term is where young in comparison to the other
were' going on. The promotion eve_ryone is fresh and ready to get big schools like UM, UF, and
FSU. It is going to take time to
and advertising that UCF and its nutty.
organizations do are not enough.
You also have to take into the build "traditions" and mold our
I actually see chalk writings ·on fact that maybe one of the rea- university into a great school.

Ranting and Raving
Counter Strike: my electronic addiction
CHRIS HALE
STAFF WRITER

I'm an addict. It's cool though because I feel all
right. I' in addicted to an electronic drug. The drug is
called Counter Strike and if there's anyone who needs
more of a daily fix than me then you need some serious
help.
Here's the basic idea of the game. There are terrorists and counter-terrorists. If you are the terrorists
then you run ar:ound and try to either kill the counter.:
terrorists or bomb an objective. If you're the counterten:orists then you either rescue hostages or kill terrorists.
All in all this is a pretty violent game. There's animated blood and a plethora of weapons to choose from.
The thing that's g,etting to me is that it's starting to warp
my mind. I find myself taking in computer talk in my
head.
For example, in cyberspace the word "lol" means
laughing out loud. This is usually used when someone
has done something stupid or made a funny comment.
Well for me, when 1 walk around campus and see
something comt;al or someone in the apartment says
somethingfunny, the immediate thing that pops into my
head is "lol". I've almost said itout loud a-few times.

OViEDOCi·Ti ...--...

Then there's "roflmao'', that's rolling on the floor
laughing my *ss off. That's used when someone does
something really dumb or severely stupid. A few days
. ago I witnessed a stupid mistake made by a cop, he did
something or other that made ·me want to burst out
laughing but instead I thought "roflmao !"
Now however, there's another problem. When I'm
out alone getting gas or some other monumental task
that requires me to unlock myself from my computer, I
feel like I'm being watched. There's this eerie feeling
that makes ·me want to turn and run because there's
someone who's pointing an MP5 gun at me from the
bushes. Then there are other times that I can see the
library from a distance and I can't help but see a guy
with a sniper rifle sitting on top of the roof getting ready
to pick me off. I don't think I'm paranoid or anything,
it's just that I'm starting to become more aware of
things that aren't there. What are you laughing at?
So I'm scared. I think that I've got some serious
problems that may require me to stop playing on the
computer. But the problem is that whenever I stop playing the computer, I find that I have nothing to do. I
could go out and do something like see a movie or hit
up Icon for a good trance set, but then I'd be missing 'out
on some good games online. I mean I ~uld stop anytime I want, I just don't want to right now that's all.
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It's time to change
ALANNA ELIZABETH
STAFF WRITER

You've been told you need ·
work experience before
getting your MBA!_
I don't think so.
James Park, University ofFlorida 1998, 2000 EAMBA graduate
Business Ana!J.ist, Globdl Solutions/PCS
Jumpstart your mreer by applying today for admission
in the Eurly Advantage MBA program ot the Crummer GradUate
School of Business, Rollins College in Orlando, Ao. In less than
1wo years you con earn on MBA and could be inoking twice
that of those without on MBA. No experience necessary.
Available <oncenfndions:
£-Commerce I Rnance I International Business I Management
Marketing I Operations Management/ lnfonnafion Tedmology

lhe
Crummer Advantoge:
• International
study trip induded · ~
.
• Nolebook computer induded
• World-doss profmors
•
• Mentor program
• Consuhing projeds

Look otwww.crummer.rollins.edu. Or coll 1-800-866-2405·
for more information ond schedule ovisit today.

NO

--------------.
PPLICATION FEE! :
Bring ThiS/ .

L-------~---~-------------------~
She Ate My food!

..
- -I )

.

•
Won't Go Horne!
_ .
.Her Boyfr1end
.

/ . W 't Do The Dishes!
He o~ · ·

I realized something very
important yesterday.
Even
though I'm going through rough
times, there's many more people
out in the world who are suffering much worse predicaments.
And then I realized something
else-I want to help them.
Yesterday; in sociology
class, _we watched a movie about
people living in poverty. There
were families .living in decrepit
hotels (funded by the government) that were trapped in an
endless circle of poverty. These
hotels were falling apart and
infested with rats and other vermin. However, the catch is once
- komeone begins work, they are
forced out of the hotel and must
. find an' available apartment that
is cheap enough to afford with
the salary they make. Therefore,
. anyone with children living in
these hotels has no choice but to
stay if he/she wants to keep a
place to live.
.
Then there w~ an interview·
with one family-a young married couple with five children.
Their story is quite shocking and
melancholy in that an apartment
fire forced them into poverty.
Just two years before~ the fire
qtvaged their home and took
everything they ever possessed.
Now, 'the family must live in one
of theSe ''unlivable" hotels. The
father can't afford to lose this
shelter to a meager· paying job,
because he would be unable to
afford a new apartment, furniture
and care for his five children.
Perhaps what
the most
depressing is the fact ·that these
young children must live in such
squalid conditions. Instead of
worrying about what cereal they
want from the grocery store or
what clothes Barbie will wear
today, they must see the pain in
their parents' faces, fend off
insects and witness the· drug
abuse in these dwellings.
Often times, we see a home- ·
less person on the street begging
·for food and we simply drive by

is

apathetically and ignore them. .
However, we don't know their
story. We don't know who they
are homeless or who they are.
Instead, we are quick to conclude
that they are useless bums whose
misfortune is a result of laziness
. or dishonesty.
Perhaps the real problem in
this situation is human apathy.
Why can't the government help
more? It's not right that children
must grow up struggling to get
by. Impoverished people have
stories, stories that someone
n~eds to hear.
It's sad that we let money
rule our lives. It brings about .
happiness, depression, greed and
corruption. It murders people.
During the Depression, many
affected people jumped off
buildings. It's no different today
when farmers lose their land. It
is quite iionic that this institution, which gives us freedom,
imprisons us as well. Just-a mere
piece of paper can ruin a country
and we let it. We just stand by
and let it .take over; conquer us
all like vicious, incurable dis-

a

ease.
Money is a classification.
Similar to the nonsense of classifying race, money evokes biased
opinions. We have a tendency to
believe that destitute ·people are
lazy, while wealthy people
deserve their fortune because
· they worked hard t-o achieve the
"American dream."
Some
dream. Whatever happened to
dreams of peace, harmony and

humility?
All I know is that I want to
help. If I ever obtain great
amounts of money, I am definitelY. going to donate it to people
who need it more. It's sad how
millionaires can spend their
money lavishly on more homes,
· jet airplanes and luxurious cruise
liners when there are human
beings just a few blocks away
living like animals because they
can barely afford a stick of gum.
Money is destructive, and
we have to do something about
it. We've made a monster out of
our own machine.

Editorial Cartoon
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The sheltered life of a college student
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JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

Have you ever met anyone
that has been so sheltered
throughout their existence that
they have not experienced life?
Recently I have encountered
many of these so-called shelter
people. No, they are not twelve
year olds, they are over the age
of eighteen. They are considered adults in most countries
but not in the state of mind of
their parents. I personally had
the luck of my parents treatmg
me as an adult, making me'
responsible for my actions,
especially after I turn the age of
eighteen. My mom said you're
an adult now, you can do what
you want, but remember to be
responsible for your actions,
especially while you're under
my roof. This is a typical

parental response from almost pass a landfill.
anyone's parents.
The next example of a shelThe first example of a shel- tered life is the trapped boy
tered life of a poor soul was a - behind the parent's wrath of
girl I meet recently. I couldn't denying him freedom. I met a
believe her when she said she guy recently, if you can call
had never been out of the state him a guy, that had been living
of Florida. Can you imagine at home and his parents would
never leaving tlie state and give him the third degree when
being almost 22 years of age? he wanted to go out on a weekWhat life can you have experi- night. Can you even develop
enced without seeing what dif-: the thought' of being treated as
ferent kinds of cultures, society if you were in middle school
and theme parks make up this when your college buddies are
beautiful
country
called going to the strip club on a
America? I have traveled as far Tuesday night? Sorry Sweetie,
West as New Mexico and trav- I think you should stay in
.eled as far North as Boston. tonight, you have class at 1
Giving me the opportunity to p.m. tomorrow .and those strip
see the beauty of the land, such clubs are filled with dirty girls.·
as the mountains of Colorado Of course, some of those. girls
and the ghetto of New York are in your class working their
City. Can you imagine ·seeing way through college. Mother is
nothing but the flat lands of always right, obey or get used
Florida, unless of course you to the terrible nightmares she ·

will make you live into. My
parents, since I was legally an
adult, have held me responsible
for making those decisions to
stay out late and be dead for
class or to have a good night of
sleep before class begins. I usually choose sleeping in class,
no really, sleeping in the <laytime is always better. How can
you beat a good old catnap in
the middie of the afternoon?
The final example of a
sheltered life is the daddy's little girl syndrome. Yes, plenty of
college girls still get everything
they want from ·their parents.
They send them checks in the
mail and they buy them everything they could possibly need.
This is all because they have
always been daddy's little girl;
most of the time as an only
child. If my parents bought me
everything I needed, life would

be much easier. When I started
college, work was-a must. I still
can't believe some people don't
have to work at all. Guess I'm
just not Daddy's little girl,
because that would be impossible without traveling to
Sweden.
Sheltered life can be seen
throughout life, not just in college. Wait until you get into th~
real world. I'm ~ure nut as
many, but still a few will be in
one of the categories· above.
But let's be glad that the majority of us are not fl& &p~l~f~ as
my previous examples. I know experiencing life is a big part of
my existence and my parents
realize that I'm not a little kid
too. I hope your parents have
the same ideals. Please don't
even make your kids seem
totally sheltered when they are
in college.

Outrage
comes
too late
in riot

.

•

DRU DAUGHTRY
THE NEWS RECORD
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINATTI

Bob Deardorf of Davis
Furniture said it best.
"I think it's absolutely terrible," said Deardorf. "They
act like fools . . . I have no
idea why they do ·this."
He was referring to the
protestors who had just broken
his front window, but in 'truth
he may as well have been
speaking of the entire situation. The situation has been
escalating behind the scenes of
this city for many years, and
finally hit a boiling point April
10 when a group of 100 to 150
protesters began to riot.
"I think it's absolutely
ridiculous; I am not the one
that caused all this to happen.
This is my place of business.
I'm a taxpayer. I've been in
Over-The-Rhine
for . six
years," said the manager of the
, · Jump Cafe and Bar. The popu' ' lar eatery lost its entire front
window and was left with considerable damage. The manager was correct. He was not
involved in the death of
Timothy Thomas, an unarmed
teenager. The police, however,
played their part in Thomas'
death.
These two men were
absolutely correct and dead
wrong at the same time. While
they may not have been the
cause of this riot, their outrage

PEOPLE, Page A-16
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look up to you, too.

You can teach anywhere. But in California, you can teach where the Redwoods soar along with the hearts and minds of the children in your classroom. Submit an application
and you may become a giant in your time, too. If you can meet the challenge, we're hiring now.
Visit our website at www.calteach.com or catl toll-free, 1-888-CaJTeach.

•Competitive statting silaries and benefits
• Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
• Housing and cost of living incentives
• Strong community support for teachers
• Beautiful and divers-e climate and scenery
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A/[ residents deserve access to the Ethemet

MICHAEL ROBBINS
STAFF WRITER

•
•

,

For the students who live
under the umbrella of the Office of
Housing or use computers within
the boundaries ofthe UCF campus,
Internet connection is achieved
quickly and with little to no pain.
With the payment of a small
fee for ·usage and, if necessary, the
cost of an Ethernet card, students
can be connected t~ the Ethernet, a
local area network (LAN) from the
University of Central Florida that

RET I REM EN T
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category as the dorms (that is, they ty" population, meaning that not
are in the jurisdiction of the Office enough of them lived in the area to
of Housing). Despite this fact, they warrant the money necessary for
are not given usage of the Ethernet the connection. However, he did
that all other residents of UCF are say that he would like to see
Ethernet connected to those areas,
given.
Greek Park is the row of despite the fact that it was too costFraternity and Sorority homes ly for such a small group. This
along Gemini Road, which is implies that if there is a plausible
maintained and supported by indi- way to do it, it may be done.
vidual Greek association. However,
While President Hitt is correct
they are still considered to be on in his assertion that it is too costly
campus property and to be resi- to connect these smaller organizadents of UCF, and some feel they tions to the Ethernet, and that it
are entitled to the use of the would probably clog the all ready
Ethernet.
low-bandwidth, these students
At a recent open forum con- should still be able to use the
ducted by President Hitt, students Ethernet from the safety of their
from Greek Park and the BPW · own residences on campus. It isn't
House asked·President Hitt for the -as if they are miles away and that
extension of Ethernet to their resi- connection was absurd or impossidence. In response, President Hitt ble, just overly expensive.
informed the group that their housI am qf the belief that if there
ing was too much of a "low-densi- is a simple way to solve a problem,

provides quicker connection
speeds than dial-up; the only stipulation is that they follow a certain
set of rules for usage (mainly to
avoid file-sharing programs).
However, there are certain
areas within the boundaries ofUCF
that do not receive the luxury of
using the Ethernet. For the students
who live in the area of Greek Park
and for the women who live in the
Business
and
Professional
Women's Scholarship House (or
the BPW House), Ethernet connection has been kept away from them.
And while it is merely a luxury to
use the Ethernet, many of these students feel that it is a luxury they, as
residents on the campus .of UCF,
are entitled to.
The BPW House is a small
home provided to female' residents
of UCF at a monthly rent. These
students are clumped in the same
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it can be found. Besides which,
forcing someone to use dial-up is a
form of torture in some areas. And,
in addition to the pain the students
suffer for using dial-up, the appeal
of living in the BPW House or on
Greek Park is dropped massively,
making. students bitter to the idea
of living in these areas and providing for a loss of students and possible income (from the lack of students applying to live in those
places).
There is also the consi~ration
that some students, who own their
own computer and would rather
not use the.Computer Centers, have
to use the LAN in order to do certain projects or assignments.
Others may find it necessary to set
up academic servers, conduct
research over the LAN, or any
INSTALLATION, Page A-16
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Its a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF s low ·expenses

mean more money
working for y9u.

3 Bedroom I 2 Bath Homes
Call us
fora free
expense
calculator

•

From Under $500 per Month

UP TO $15,000 OFF
Hurry - Limited Time Offer!
DEBIWOOD

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a
fund can equal better performance.

$215,000
Low-Coit Account

A Manulaellred Home communttv

2 sumnnu i>oolS
Clubhouse

I Recreational Areas

1575 Pel Street• Orlando, FL 32828
2 miles east of Alafaya on East Colonial (Hwy. 50)

(407) 281-6029

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use ~xpense calculator so

$176,000
High-Cost Account

you can see for yourself that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to0.34%.1

LEGAL HELP LINE

Get Knowledge and make your ~~ion .

•

for decades, we've been committed to low expenses,

•

Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your

·based on'facts, not assu.ions
•Personal Injury · •Criminal Law

superior customer service and strong performan~.

Total acaunullltions after 20 years bucd on initial investment
of .$i0,000 and hypothetical anaual murni; of 8%. Total mums
and principal value of invatmcnts will ftactuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above ill pn:iCDtcd for illUitrativc purpoiClt only
ud .d oeu.ot reflect actual performance, or predict future .
J'Clllltli, of any TIAA-CREF account. or retlecl laXeS.

retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

1.800.842.2776
5M

www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before
you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is near,
but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. •TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers
Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. • Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New Yor~. NY and
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. C 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04

1 Medical Bills
2 Lost work time
3 Vehicle D~e

l Misdemeanor

· 2Felony
3 DUI Charges

cOll 24 hrs.

1·800·770·4664
No Fees or Costs if there is no Recovery
·The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision. Before you decide to
hire the lawyer to whom you are referred, ask that lawyer for written
information about that lawyer's qualifications and experience.
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People ask why it happened; answer is racism
FROM PAGE

A-14

at being victimized merely
illustrates a point. Where was
their outrage when it was
reported that since 1996 the
police killed 15 people? Why
weren't they outraged that of
those 15, eight were AfricanAmencan men? As is typical in
this city, the outrage did not
come until it was far too late.
Now that there has been
violence and destruction, people are asking why it happened.

A better question is why does
our society routinely ignore
problems until they have escalated into violence?
The answer is something
city officials dare not mention-racism. For many years
white suburban children have
been told not to go into certain
sections of Over The Rhine
because it had a high crime
rate. If you were white, then in
all likelihood you would be
killed. Unfortunately, these
kids grew up without ever

learning otherwise. These chil- . adults every encounter has an
dren became police officers and undercurrent of tension. That
had to patrol the very streets tension has resulted in violence
they learned to fear as children, 12 times.
The
African-American
Because the majority of the residents are African-American, community has been saying
the officers automatically Cincinnati has a learned history
believed African-Americans, of racism and its police force
and particularly males, secretly has a history of violence toward
meant to do them harm. At the African-Americans. There have
same time young African- been countless opinions writ:American males learned from ten, investigations made and
the environment ~hat the police promises ut_tered, but no real
has
occurred.
were their enemies. So when change
these people finally meet as Consideration of real change

has only occurred after violence. Whether that change
occurs remains to be seen.
Cincinnati has many race issues
that need to be addressed and. it
is time that we come together
and try to solve them. Once
upon a time Cincinnati was
voted the most livable city in
Am.erica, as of now it seems
like the only thing AfricanAmerican males can look forward to is dying by police
hands.

Installation of connection cheaper than new cable_s
main rule that all people should
abide by is, ''When in doubt about
other scholarly necessity that might something technical, go and conarise where access to the LAN sult an engineer." So, I consulted
would make it much less painful to .some computer-engineering ' studo.
dents for any possible .solutions.to
So, I decided that I'd like to the problem.
find out if there is an easier way to
According to the engineers I
get students living outside of the spoke to, there is a·simple method
Libra, Apollo and Lake Claire that could provide these students
Communities, an Ethernet that' with cheaper connection to the .
wouldn't involve a massive loss of Ethernet, which is one that has all
funds on the part of these students. ready been implemented in several
After a short while of thinking, I buildings on campus, including
was reminded tpat the reason I am Classroom Buil~ng I and the
not an engineering major is Engineering Building: the 802.1 lb
because namely, I know nothing standard, provided by companies
about engineering. I forgot the such as Cisco through products
FROM PAGE A-16

such as Aironet 340 Series, which
is another way of saying wireless
Ethernet. This Wireless LAN
(WLAN) provides access to the
LAN without the use of cable
modems (thus solving the problem
of the massive constructi<,:m necessary and can be accessed from
building-to-building).
·
The process of installation of
this product would be simpler and
cheaper than the installation of new
Ethernet cables to Greek Park and
the BPW House, though the BPW
house all ready has Ethernet cables
surrounding them. Since the installation of the wiring has all ready
begun, and the goal is to eventually

extend wireless Ethernet across
campus and establish a WLAN, it
wouldn't be &fficult at all to extend
this privilege to the other residents
of UCF. By , simply. installing
receivers in central locations and
having students install the necessary card componen~ to their computers, the students would be able
to access the Ethernet at a lower
cost. These products are considered
to be excellent for areas where a
regular LAN proves implausible.
There are additional benefits
to using this system as well: the
school could charge students ·for
the cards, thus avoiding that cost. In
addition,_there would be the charge

for accessing this connection.
Thus, all could be made happy by
this process, provided that all students are residents of UCF and
given the faster connection speed
·
that they desire.
UCF should try to provide as
comfortable an environment for
students as possible. There shouldn't be certain downsides to choosing to live on-campus but away
from the dorms. While it is a small
luxury for students to enjoy, the
faster connection speed of the
Ethernet is a joy that the students
are entitled to, and which, if possible, should be given to as many students as feasible.

Semester Leases Available
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The moon.
always inspired

••

.,

·ass1on.·
Now it's inspired

1Flh conlrof
INTRODUCING

NEW

NCE-A-MONTH LUNELLE!M
BIRTH CONTROL IN .SYNC WITH
THE MOON AND YOU.

The moon is a source of beauty and emotion. For
centuries, our monthly cycle has mirrored the moon's.
Now, for the first time, there's birth control that's monthly,
not daily: new Lune/le.

An injectable that's 99% effective without the daily hassle.
Lune/le is a combo of hormones.that works continuouslyall month long. Given on time each month by your doctor,
prescription Lune/le gives you birth control that's 99%
effective. That means you get monthly pregnancy
protection without. the daily hassle-without the daily
. worry-of taking the Pill. And if you want to get pregnant?
Most women get back to ovulating about two to three
months after receiving their last injection. Lune/le doesn't
protect against HIV/AID$ or other sexually transmitted
diseases.·

Hormonal birth control isn't for everyone.
Pregnant women or women with blood clots, chest pain,
certain cancers, unexplained vaginal bleeding, or a history
of liver disease, stroke, or heart attacks shouldn't take .
Lune/le. Serious risks that can be life threatening include
blood clots, stroke, and heart attack. And hey, no smoking!
It increases these risks. especially if you're over 35 and
smoke 15 or more cigarettes a day.
During the first few months of taking Lune/le, most women
have a change in their periods, which may include no
bleeding , irregular bleeding, or spotting. This change may
continue with use in up to one third of women. In stud ies,
while some women lost weight on Lune/le , the average
change was an increase. of 4 pounds in the first year. But
you should know, some women gained ~ O or more poun ds
in the first year..
So ask your healthcare professional about neV:., Lune/le.
·.Why worry about taking a daily Pill when there's monthly
Lune/le? Birth control inspired by the moon.

Lune/le. In sync with the moon and you.
For m0re info: www.l~nelle.com or 1.r877 282-9273·

See the next page tor-important product information.
©2001 Pharmacia & Upjohn, a division of Pharmacia
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)
HELP WANTED
Earn $1,000- $2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Babysitter needed for 3-yr twins. Hrs. May to
July M-F 7:30 am.-1:00 pm. Beg. July M-F
3:00 pm - 6:30 pm. Non-smokr; Safe driver.
$5/hr +or. Ph 407-365-8295. Tuscawilla near
Oviedo. Will consider live-in.
Customer Service/&llections Several parttime, evening positions available with one of
Central Florida's largest banks located in the
. FL Mall ~ea. Must be available to work
M-Th 5-9, Sat 8-12 and every other Sun 4-8.
Previous customer service experience, knowledge of MS Windows and collections exper.
required. Must be able to pass drug test, criminal background check and credit check.
$10.50/hr. Call 407-740-7878.

FREE PALM PILOT! National firm seeking
energetic people. Set your own schedule,
excellent pay and benefits. No experience necessary, just a desire to succceed. Join a company that cares. www.mysavel.com or call
616-915-8624.

Office Manager/Assistant- Wanted for
summer must have good phone voice, reliable
$8 to $10 hr. Fff, Pff. 407-699-1992. Swim
Instructors - Wanted to teach summer swim
classes. $9..SO + hour + bonuses. Fff, Ptr.
(407) 699-1992.
www.sharksandminnowsswimschool.com.
Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people. Must
be available to work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time, & part time, AM &
PM positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney World areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call
407-841-7275 Monday - Friday 9 a.rn. -5 p.m.
After hours and weekend, please leave a voice
. mail message and we will return your phone
call ASAP.
Nanny - Looking for full-time, flexible hours,
live in or out, must drive. $1,200/month.
407-262-3457. Longwood area, Markham
Woods Road.
Investor Relations-The Jarrett/Favre Driving
Adventrure, Inc. (OTC BB: N'IT) is seeking .
a responsible professional to answer inquiries
in our company from interested investors.
Great job to learn business and stock opportunities in today's market. We are a NASCAR
racing school and the only adventure company
in the world publicly traded. Call Brian
Rosenbloom 10-12-M-F, 407-228-4494 or
1-888-GO-RACE-l.

Inside Sales - Looking for some easy cash?
Talk on the phone for money: We need .enthusiastic people. Part time or full time, flexible
.hours. $7-10 per hour PLUS commissions.
Training classes starting soon. Call
407-389-1100.

Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/hour - Flexible Schedules for Students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-8191.

Receptionist needed - Veterinary Office in
Oviedo. Part time or full time. Mornings,
Saturdays. Prevet majors or experience
preferred. 407-366-7323. Apply in person or
bring resume to 45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.,
Oviedo.
~

PROFESSIONAL STOCK TRADERS
WILL TRAIN ambitious over achievers to
TRADE OUR CAPITAL
Email: traders2@pointdirex corn
Fax: 407-540-0536

Get Paid to Have Fun! Soccer referees
needed at the recently remodeled ~.,i.ve Point
Soccer Center on SR 419 in Longwood.
$8/hour. Call 407-328-9141.
Need part-time help to assist disabled male
with exercise program. No experience
req'uired. Good opportunity for P.T. or,Nursing
students. Close to UCF, good pay, Call John
@ 407-678-1729.

Looking for Grear Summer Job?
Summer Camp Staffing Positions Available
Coordinators, Counselors, Adjunct Instructors
Contact: Troy Mason 407-328-4722 ext. 3493
FOR APPLICATION PACKET visit website
www.seminole.cc.fl us or call 407-328-2101.
To be eligible for consideration, a completed
sec application must be submitted by
4/26/01. Applications received after that date
will be reviewed as necessary. EAJEO

Club Med Club Med Clul) Med
Summer .(;amp Counselors needed. J..ocated at
Club Med Port St. Lucie, FL 06/01-06/30 call
407-592-1150. If no answer leave message.

IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Vrrginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs.
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

HELP! Currently living at home 45 minutes
away. Searching for room including utilities
close to UCF and/or Oviedo, Will take best
offer, no sub-leases, please. Call Sam at
.407-925-9589 with info.

FOR SALE

MISC.

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver.
407-422-8848

EGG DONORS NEEDED
$5,000.00 (plus all expenses)
We have. many infertile farnilites in need of
the help of compassionate woimen in order to
re"'1ize their dream of having a child. We are
seeking women who are attractive, intelligent,
between the ages of 18-30, physically fit and
maintaining a healthy lifestyle. If you have a
desire to help a family and would like more
infonnation. please contact us.
1-800-264-8828 or 1-619-234-6649
Email: darlene@aperfectmatch.com
www.aperfectmatch.com

Great used washer & dryer! Must sell $250!
Call Tiffany at 407-736-9698. ·
Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.

ROOMMATES

ABC BARTENDING SCHOOLS
Job Placement Assistance/EZ Pay
407-894-6719
Thousands Trained & Placed by ABC
www.abcbartending.co!i\'
I

CLUBS
UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Union
for room location.

SCHOLARSHIPS

SERVICES

Have your housemates pay your rent!!!
Detached house for sale. One mile south of
UCF on Alafaya '.Trail. 3 BR/2BA, Great
Room, Dining Area, Kitchen, Porch, Fencedin Backyard. Call collect after 6:00 pm
1-561-968-1132.

Drowning In Debt? Avoid bankruptcy;
lower interest; stop collection cans. Free per- .
sonalized counseling. Non-profit agency. 407599-0057 ext. 203

Non-smoking female roommate wanted.
$260/rnonth to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath
house. Call Sarah (407) 482-5671.

NEED MONEY FOR GRAD SCHOOL?
100% TUITION AVAILABLE! Contact Major
Nick Coddington UCF Army ROTC
(407) 823-5383.

LOST YOUR STYLIST?
Formerly of Toni & Guy Salon·
Barry Diane K:urtis
Christina & Michael ·
now at Capello's 407-699-7989.

Room for rent $450/month includes utilities.
1 mile from UCF campus. Female only.
Melissa 407-671-7074.

TRAVEL

Do you have an obsession with food and/or
your weight? Would you like freedom from
this struggle? Come to a meeting Overeaters
Anonymous, Mondays at 5:15 in the Student
Union. Check the monitors for meeting
location.

Christian female in ·search of Christian female
roommate to share spacious 2 bedroom/2 bath
apartment. Move in.either May or June. If
interested, please contact Alyson at
407-736-9288 or e-mail. at
Lilbit0297@aol.com

WWW.EASYROOMMATE.COM
Find ROOMS & ROOMMATES On-line
FREE to place your AD!
FREE to search IOO's ads
#1 matching service in the US

In Exchange for Room & Board
Tired of Dorm Life? Need a place to live this
summer and next school year for FREE?
Female College or Grad Student wanted for
mother's helper/childcare. PT child cru:e,
housekeeping, occasional errands. Flexible to
school schedule. Must be mature, responsible,
reliable. Drivers license/car required. Nonsmoker, no drinking/drugs. References. 18
minutes to UCF. Call MC at 407-696-4596

FLY 4STANDBY ... FLY 4 CHEAP!
Eurpore $199 o/w (+tx)
Lon, Fra, Mad, Ams, Par & more
4STANDBY.COM OR 800-326-2009.
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SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

.IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlink.net

DJ Connoiseur - International Mobile DJ of
the Month by DJ Times Magazine. Formals,
Parties, Weddings. Visit DJCARL.com to hear
MP3 mixes and see videos. Call 407-3068010 today!
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2. Whtie breast taedlnQ
tt you are breast feeding, constJlt your heaJ1ll
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~you haw pnMousi'/ exi&ieoced. Such
bleeding usually does not indicate any serious
problems.Kan altered bleed1og pattern Jmis1s or
the bleed1og is severe, discuss ltwithyo1Jr ~
care provm. The'e is also a small risk that
(painful) imps Ollf be~ with bleeding.
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using LUNEL.l.E"' Monllily Con~
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DON'T
FORGET!
Cap and
Gown
Pick-up is
April 23 thru
April 27

Attention
.U CF Student Clubs &
Organizations

. Win

$350 Cash

UCF Bookstore Buyback Contest
Sell back your textbooks to the on-campus
bookstore and remember to specify your
organization's name.
Have the largest number of textbooks bought
back between April 23-30, 2001
and your c1ub wins the cash!

;'-
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Wrestling tournament
crowns ten ch3.mpions
JEFF DOLNACK
CONIRIBUITNG WRITER

Seventy Individuals participated in the
annual Intramural Wrestling Tournament on
April 3 in the Education Building's gymnasium. Wrestling is one of the more popular one
day tournaments, and that showed true again
this year. Ten different weight classes were
provided for the participants, crowning the
following Champions: Nick Beane (130),
Matt Einhorn (140), Roman Buckner (150),
Scott Parker (160), Johnny Carreon (166),
Jered Beaird (172), Joe Meneskie (180),
Angel Nieves (198), Dan Smith (210), and
Richard Alexander in the Unlimited weight
division.

[ff)(C[f.

Pi Kappa Alpha holes Golf Scramble Title
Will Geisdotf and qiad Braid combined
for a -6 score (66) to take home the Golf
Scramble title on April 6th. "And you
thought Pike's could only lift weights", said
Geisdorf, as they edge the second pl~ce team
Delta Upsilon by 3 shots. 40 Teams competed in this years event which was held at the
Twin Rivers Golf Club... Lambda Chi's Chris
Daeten captured the Long Drive competition
that was held on the 10th hole at Twin Rivers
and Harold Lawsori put it simply by saying
"I'm the best", as he won the Closest to the
Pin Competition on the 7th hole.

..
•

Teammates Keith Walsh and Andrea
Daddario knock out Home Run Derby
Championships
Keith Walsh hit 3 home runs in the finals
capping his run for the Home R~ Derby
Championship. "It was a long night, but it
was a lot of fun", said Walsh, as over 40 men
and wome1.1 came out for the first time
event...Andrea Daddario edged her roommate Angela Simpson in a 5th round tiebreaker to win the Women's Title. "It was a
Red Rocket night", said Daddario, as her and
Walsh both play for the Red Rockets in the
Coed Seftball division.

•

..

U-STORE-IT

SELF STORAGE
(407) 273-1668
SPECIAL UCF RATES
A

·l 8r MONTH FREE
WITH PAYMENT OF 2ND MONTH

Madrid, Amsterdam,
London, Rome $200.
Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Seoul, Manila, $300.
Mexico $150.
Caribbean $250.
South America $200.
Hawaii $238. ·
ALL ROUNDTRIP!

So, go on.

1•877•707•9659COOeFL004
Chea1Mnps.com+.
Let Cheaptrips.com help you save up to 85% on international and 50% on
domestic airfares! Plus, Cheaptrips offers many other time &money
saving services. App~ online or call and ask about our student
discount *Subject to availability, departure & membership.

1-877-FL SHARE
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Camacho, Guerin 6-6 in doubles
-FROM PAGE A-26
-

Westin OK

,,,

Sophomore Johan Westin, who has
been plagued for much of the season with
3; strained back muscle, tested his back out
in the two matches last week and reported
no ill effects. He played doubles and singles against Rollins, though only doubles
against USF for precautionary reasons.
"He probably could have played singles again but we wanted to rest him 'for
the TA.AC," Cashman said. "He's doing
much better, he played a great match in
doubles and singles."

Winning records
The entire team finished the regular
season with singles records at or above
.500. Strangberg leads the team at 13-3,
followed by Guerin and Bradu, both 11-7.
Camacho is 8-8, though ptjmarily against
top seeds. Sanabria is 9-6, Westin 8-6, and
Winter 7-5.
In doubles, Camacho and Guerin are
6-6. No .other team played enough to
establish a significant record.

Doubles changes

In an effort to improve the team's
doubles play, Cashman continued to juggles his lineup. Camacho and Guerin were
reunited after a few matches with other
partners. The teams of Bradu and Westin
and Strangberg and Sanabria are just
beginning to work together.
The team has lost the doubles point
11 times this season.

Still in the rankings
Though inactive for a week, UCF
remained among the teams in the
WingspanBank.com Collegiate Tennis
Rankings. The Golden Knights sit at
No. 68, up two spots from last week's
No. 70 ranking. This is the sixth consecutive wee~ UCF has appeared in the
rankings.

Stand-up double

i

I
I

Around the TAAC
Other TAAC teams in the rankings
include Georgia State at No. 56, up
three spots from the previous week's
No. 59. Also on the list is "Florida
Atlantic at No. 63, down six spots from
No. 57.
Florida Atlantic is in first place in
th~ conference, with ,a 6-0 record
against TAAC opponents. Stetson is
second at 4-1. Troy State is next at 2-1,
followed by UCF's 3-2 record and
Georgia State's 4-3. Jacksonville follows at 2-3, Campbell at 1-2, Samford
at 1-3, and Jacksonville State and
Mercer at 1-7.
Jacksonville State's . win over
Mercer on the 12th was their first of the
season, making them the last team to
win TAAC game this year.
Stetson and FAU both have six
players with double digit wins totals in
singles·. The next closest is UCF and
Jacksonville with three. Jacksonville
and FAU also are the only two teams
that have two doubles teams with 10 or
more wins.

PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA

Junior designated hitter Andy Johnson makes it to second base with a stand-up double
in Friday's game against Campbell. Johnson had two doubles in the game, and ranks second
among UCF players with a .388 batting average.

Experience Life the

Jefferson Com

·'

At Jefferson Commons, we offer much more
than apartments. We offer amenities and
services that cater to your lifestyle. Our
wide variety of floorplans and fully
furnished apartments were made with you
in mind.

Located at: 11841 Jefferson Commons Circle, on Alafaya across from Bank of America Phone: 407-382-4114

www .jeffersoncommons-orlando.com

More friends.
More fun.
More amenities.
Extended Basic Cable & HBO in each room.
Student gameroom with billiards, TV and
more. Computer Center with fax and copiers.
Internet access in each bedroom. Pool plaza
with heated outdoor jacuzzi. Washer/dryer
in every apartment. Covered basketball
pavilion .... and much more.

LEASING NOWI
HURRY IN!

$99 DEPOSIT
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Women's golf team comes up
short at TAAC Championships
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

The UCF women's golf
team came up eight strokes
short of its third consecutive
Trans
America
Athletic
Conference Championship
last week at The Landings
Golf Club in Warner Robbins,
Ga., shooting a 927.
Campbell won the toumament with a score of 919,
while Jacksonville placed
third with a 943.
With the loss, the 33rdranked Golden Knights must
hope for an at-large bid to the
NCAA
Ea_st
Regional.
Without an · at-large bid,
UCF's season is over.
All five of UCF's golfers
placed in the Top 20 of the
tournament. Junior Kim Tudor
did the best, taking third place.
overall by shooting· a 227.
Fellow junior Tanja Arnold
finished tied for eighth with a
231. Olivia Hartley, who
entered the final day tied with
Arnold at 156, finished four
strokes
behind
Arnold.
Monica Gundersrud tied for
12th with a 236, ,and junior
,_.,

...,.,.

nl.o'\-

Beate Faanes rounded out the
Top 20 with a 241.
If UCF gets the at-large
bid . it is hoping for, the
Golden Knights may have
their best chance to go to the
NCAA Championships in
years. Last year, Gundersrud
led UCF with a 231 in the East
Regional, and Arnold was not
far behind at 237.
With a more experienced
team, UCF may be able to
improve on last year's performance at the East Regional,
when. they came just thirteen
strokes short of an NCAA
Championship berth.

Final Results:
I. Campbell, 306-304309-919; 2. UCF, 314-308305-927; T-3. Jacksonville
·State, 313-326-304-943; T3. Georgia State, 320-315308-943; 5. Troy State, 318319-- 317-954; 6. Stetson,
325-3f2:..320-957; 7. Florida
Atlantic, 337-340-332-1009;
8. Jacksonville, 348-338332-1018; 9. Mercer, 351339-340-1030; ·10. Samford,
352-342-341-1035.

lndh lual Top 20:
1 Angie Green (JSU), 7375-72-220; 2. Sally Bishop
(GSU), 80-74-72-226; T-3.
Kim Tudor (UCF), 77-7674-227; T-3. Sharon O'Neill
(CAM), 72-77-78-227; T-5.
Natalia Navarro (FAU), 7677-76-'-229; T-5. Josefina
V sandizaga (CAM), 77-7676-229; 7. Anna Molin
(GSU), 74-79-77-230; T-8.
Tanja Arnold (UCF), 80:- 76- .
75-231; T-8. Laura Torrisi
(CAM), 83-71-77-231; 10.
Jenelyn: · Tidwell (TSU), 7876-80-234;
11.
Olivia
Hartley (UCF), 79-77-79235; T-12. Nicole Wagner
(GSU), 87-76-73-236; T-12.
Colette Murray (JSU), 77-8178-236;
T-12.
Monica
Gundersrud (UCF), 80-7977-236; T-12. Sarah Wineke
(STET), 76-83-77-236; T12.
Brandi
Underwood
(CAM), 74-83-79-236; 17.
Kathy Johnson (JSU), 79-8375-237;
T-18.
Emilie
Peetrons (STET), 85-76-77238; T-18. Maria Josefsson
(TSU), 78-81-79-238; 20.
Beate Faanes (UCF), 78-7984-241. _,
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Men's Tennis
Notebook
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

UCF
splits
Central
Florida road trip
The UCF men's tennis
team ended its regular season
this week, completing the
2001 schedule by splitting a
two-game road swing through
Central Florida.
On Thursday, the 68thranked Golden Knights didn't
have to go far, taking on
Rollins College, the #9 team
in Division II, in nearby
Winter Park. UCF defeated
the Tars, 5-4. The Golden
Knights, who have struggled
for much of the season in
doubles, started off strong in
the match to take the opening
point. At No. 2, freshmen
Catalin Bradu and junior
Johan Westin defeated Mark
Thompson and Drew Sipka,
8-3. Also, the third-seeded
duo of freshman Gabriel
Strangberg and sophomore
Sanabria
beat
Augusto
Brandon Smith and Andrew
Grosilmond, 8-6. Rollins did
win one match, when the No.
1 team of Matt Porter and
Goran Sterijovaski beat UCF
seniors Federico Camacho
and William Guerin in a close
match, 9-8.
In singles play, Rollins

dominated at the top. Topseeded Camacho lost to
Porter 7-6, 6-2. A No. 2,
Guerin was downed by
Thompson, 6-1, 6~2. And
third-seeded Bradu lost to
Sterijov_a ski, 6-1, 6-4. But
UCF showed its superior
depth, dominating the bottom
seeds in a similar fashion.
Strangb°erg won over Smith at
No. 4, 6-2, 6-0. At No. 5,
Sanabria beat Grosilmond in
three,·sets, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3. And
sixth-seeded Westin blanked
·Rip Rice, 6-0, 6-0.
"We played pretty good
against Rollins cause they're
actually really a tough
Division II school," UCF
Head Coach Bobby Cashman
said. "We played good doubles. We won at the bottom
which I think we were a little
bit stronger, but at the top I
didn't think we played as
well as we could of."
The following day, UCF
traveled a little farther to
Tampa to face off against the
University of South Florida.
USF, ranked 34th nationally,
defeated UCF, 5-2. In doubles, the Golden Knights
went back to their losing
ways, getting swept for the
opening point. Cam·acho and
Guerin lost to Paco Antelo
and Martin Wetzel, 8-3.

Bradu and Westin lost their
match at No. 2 by the same
score and Sanabria and
Strangberg fell, 8-6.
USF also took home four
of the six singles points. Top
seeded Antelo bested Guerin,
6-2, 6-0. Camacho lost to
Wetzel, 7-5, 6-2, Bradu was
defeated by Max Dockhorn at
No. 4, 6-2, 6-2, and sophomore Ryan Winter was beaten
by Jit Shat, 6-2, 6-1. The
Knights' first point of the
match came off the racket of
Strangberg, beating Boris
Babic in three sets at No. 3,
4-6, 7-6, 6-2. Sanabria got
UCF's only other point,
rebounding from a rough first
set to defeat N adim Naser, 06, 6-3, 6-4.
"(USF) is a very good
team,"
Cashman
said.
"They're better then us, a
player or two deeper. We
pulled two matches, which
was good. That's a good
match before you play the
TAAC."
The Golden Knights finished the regular season at
12-6, 3-2 in conference.
They'll play next in this
weekend's
TAAC
Tournament.
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Cashman ·hopes tough schedule prepared UCF for this week's·toutney
undefeated TAAC record. The
Owls went 6-0 with victories
over all four of their fellow con-

TAAC team to face.
Last
year's
champs,
Georgia
State,
also
·had a
tournament with a ·12-6 record,
strong
season.
Going
4-3 in
3-2 in conference, they'll have
conference
and
12-10
overall,
far more experience. The team
the Panthers' lone win against
went 4-4 in the aforementioned
the top seeds came against
big games, showing they can
UCF on Feb. 17. UCF later
hold their own against top comdefeated them 4-3 on March 3.
petition.
GSU is lead by Carl Lumsden
Still, UCF isn't without its
(12-7) and the doubles team of
weaknesses. The team has
Chris Stewart and Jon Monk
struggled badly in doubles
(8-3).
" matches, and it showed i.n their
The team that beat UCF
last TAAC regular season match
last
year, Stetson, complied a
when they were swept against
4-1
conference
record and 18Florida Atlantic. Injuries have
3
overall
record
this season.
also beset their lower singles
UCF's
lone
meeting
with the
seed, putting their depth into
Hatters
was
canceled
'in midJ
question.
February.
But
their
lone
conUCF still has to consider
FAU
was
also
ference
loss
to
themselves one of the tournatheir
lone
conference
game
> ment favorites. The Golden
against a major opponent. All .
Knights join Flor!da Atlantic,
six of their singles players
PHOl'O BY DAVID MARsrnas
Georgia State, Stetson, and
have 13 wins or more, paced
Troy State. FAU, 18-4, comes in · Senior William Guerin ranks second on the team with 11 singles victories this year. Freshman Gabriel Strangberg
by Libor Sedviak's 18, com. as the big(tavorite following its leads .UCF with a 13·3 record.
plied mostly as a fifth seed.
They also have three doubles
teams with at least eight wins,
led . by Sedviak and Tobias
' Tangberg (11-4). But Stetson's
record may be inflated
. because of a weak schedule;
putting them in a similar situation to the Golden Knights
- team they beat last season.
Troy State, conversely,
has compiled a subpar record
against a tough schedule. The
Trojans went 2-1 in conference, but were just 7-8 overall.
Though losing to FAU, they
did beat GSU in February.
UCF did not face Troy State
this season. TSU is lead by
Daniel Quincero's -10-5 singles record and Willy Campos
and Amanjeet Gill, 6-2 in doubles. But TSU has faced
ranked opponents Southern
Alabama, Alabama, GSU,
Florida State, UAB, and FAU,
going 2-4 in those matches.
The good news for UCF is
that the Golden Knights had
one of the toughest schedules
in the conference. They faced ·
more ranked teams (7) then
any other TAAC team. TSU's
six ' is second, followed by
GSU's four, FAU's three, and
Stetson's one. This should
make UCF the most tested
team in the field.
Campbell (6:--12, 1-2
TAAC), Jacksonville ( t'l-10,
2-3 TAAC), Samford (10-12,
1-2 TAAC) and Jacksonville
State (4-12, 1-8 TAAC) will
also participate in the tournament. So will host school
Mercer
(4-13, 2-5 TAAC). If
Unlike any
college course you can take.
there's a sleeper iµ the bunch,
it could be JacksonvilJe. The
,
Dolphins are led by Juan
Cabrera (15-4) in singles, and
the team of Cabrera and
Addams England (14-6) in
doubles. Samford could also
make some noise, behind the
' top records of Rapheal Bohli
(15-6) in singles and Bohli
and Davis Misner (15-5) in
doubles.
The
matches
begin
FROM PAGEA-26

tenders. Led by top-seeded singles player Doug Devriendt
(15-3 season record) and the

doubles tandem of Martin Jirak
and Yalin Bilgin (14-4), FAU
presents a tough lineup for any
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and
h.ow ,n ot to.
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Four school records fall at
Florida Women's Challenge

MIAMI, Fla. - Senior
Ann-Jeanette
Svantesson
GAINESYILLE, Fla. picked up UCF's lone win in a . The UCF women's track and
6-1 loss to No.- 32 Miami on field team shattered another
April Sin women's tennis four records and had nine Top
action at the Neil Schiff Three finishes in statewide
Tennis Center.
competition April 8 at the
The Hurricanes swept Florida Women's Challenge,
doubles play as the senior duo hosted by No. 11 Florida.
of Alanna Broderick and Katia
Senior hurdler Kellie
Bogomolova defeated Marieke Marzetta set a 59.36 time in
Gunawan and Sonja Prokopec the 400-meter -hurdles for first
8-3 in the top slot.
place and a personal best to
Miami, who improved to break the record she set in the
14-7 on the year, received event at the Florida Relays on
straight sets victories at No. 2 March 23. Marzetta narrowly
through No. 6 singles. _ missed the NCAA provisional
Finishing up her last regular qualifying standard of 59 .20.
season match in a UCF uniSenior thrower Katara
form, Svantesson picked up Beard broke the UCF record in
her 73rd careers singles win the shot put, coming in second
by beating Broder~ck 7-6, 6-2 with , a mark of 46-0.75. She ·
at the No. 1 position. With the also placed second in the
win, Svantesson improved · to javelin throw with a mark of
17-11 on the season.
112-1. For the jumpers,
The Golden Knights LaTricia Firby broke the triple
dropped to 12-5 and return to jump record she set in the
action for the Trans America indoor season with a leap of
Athletic
Conference 41-2.25, and also placed third
Championships on April 19-22 in the long jump with a mark
in Macon, Ga.
of 18-5.25. The 4x400-meter
relay team of Emily Pugh,
NO. 32 Miami 6, UCF 1
Firby, Mikala Riddlesworth
and Jamie Pew also broke the
Singles:
school record with their time
1. Ann-Jeanette Svantesson of 3:52.58.
(UCF) def. Alanna Brode~ck
· Other top performers for
(UM) 7-6, 6-2
the Golden Knights- were Pew,
2. No. 95 Bettina Hafner (UM) who won the javelin throw
def. Anna Westin (UCF) 6-3, with her ma-rk of 122-11;
6-4
Kelly Roloff, who fini.s hed
3. Katia Bogomolova (UM) second in the high jump with a
def. Mari eke Gunawan (UCF) height of 5-5.75; Brianne
6-3, 6-4 ...
Harrington, who finished sec- ,
4. Marcy Hora (UM) def. Julie ond in the 3,000-meter run in 1
Pecastaing (UCF) 6-0, 7-5
10:21.00 for a personal best;
I
5. Sihem Berinacer (UM) def. and Michelle Daniels, who
Sonja Prokopec (UCF) 6-2, 6- finished second in the 5,0002
meter run in 19:20.00.
£
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Sun
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Westin/Pecastaing (UCF) 8-5
3. Hafner/Bennacer (UM) def
Svantesson/Okal (UCF) 8-1
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Men's golf heads to TAAC Championships
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRfl'ER

•
•

The UCF men's golf team
will attempt to win its first Trans
America Athletic Conference
Championship since 1996 next
week in Dadeville, Ala., and
Golden Knight Head Coach Brian
Craig is optimistic about his
team's chances.
"Our team has a great chance
of winning the TAAC' Craig said.
The Golden Knights are coming off a strong performance at the
, Alabama Spring Invitational on

Craig optimistic about UCF's chances at conference tournament
March 23-25 in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
UCF placed eighth out of fifteen
teams at that tournament, which
included some of the nation's best.
Freshman Jordan Dempsey
and Andy Hollis have been
improving throughout the year for
UCF, and look to be ready for big
performances · at the TAAC
Championship. Dempsey finished
eighth individu~y at the Alabama
Spring Invitational, while Hollis
finished fifteenth.

"Kevin
Kahle,
Jordan
Dempsey and
Andy Hollis - - - - - have all been .
playing well
lately," Craig
said.
"All
three have a
chance
to
have a good
tournament.''
Last
Craig
year,
UFC

finished fourth at the TAAC
Tournament, 28 strokes behind the
winner Georgia State. However,
despite having a less experienced
team, the Golden Knights · may
have a better chance at winning
year.
the
tournament · this
Dempsey · and Hollis, two of the
most highly touted prospects l~t
year; have done a .good job replacing last year's seniors. Sophomore
·Ben Osbrach placed 18th at the
TAAC Tournament last year, and

has imp~oved since then.
Defending champion Georgia
State is again the favorite to win
this year's tournament. Campbell,
which finished fifth at the TAAC
Ch~pionships last year, also is
expected to do well.
"Georgia State and Campbell
are going to be our toughest comi:Jetition, and \ve believe we can
beat both," Craig said. "We're
very optimistic."
The tournament takes place
April 23-25 at StillWaters Resort
in Dadeville, Ala. Samford
University will be the host school.

Ehmsbergfr hits home run number 13, Pope breaks strikeout r Cord
FROM PAGE

A-26

however, as 14 of the top 25 teams
lost over the weekend.
Bergman said that the losses
and UCF's lack of offense was surprising.
''We didn't get on top of the
ball," he said. ''We didn't stick to
the game plan. We tried go for the
big fly and we had a lot of pop ups.
We made no adjustments at all the
whole three games. When you get
into conference play, it's hard to
run off a lot of win streaks. But losing two out of three at home is not
the type of thing that you would
expect at this time of year.

"But baseball's a funny game.
We score 16 runs against a good
Sou~ Florida team, and then we
score six runs in three games
against what I thought was just
very average pitching. Go figure.
You've just got to fight through it."

UCF wins midweek
against South Florida

game

TAMPA, Fla. - Matt Meath
went 3-for-5 with four RBis and a
triple, while Justin Cerrato picked
up a .win in 5.2 innings of relief as
No. 11 UCF battered South Florida
16-9 at Red McEwen Field on
April 10.
.Cerrato (1-0) came on in relief

of a 7-7 game and shutdown the
.Bulls offense for five innings
before giving way to a run in the
seventh inning. The outing was the
longest of Cerrato's freshman season as he threw 5.2 innings, .scat-·
tering five hits, while fanning eight
in 105 pitches.
Chad Ehrnsberger continued
his bombing escapade by hitting
his 13th home run of the season, a
two-run shot to straightaway centerfield in the Seventh inning.
Ehrnsberger has I 0 of his 13 home
runs on the road this season~
Jeremy Frost went 3-for-5
with four runs scored and an RBI.
Bill Oakley had a solid night going

3-for-3 with three RBI:
The 9olden Knights defense,
ranked 14th in the nation in fielding peFcentage, committed zero
errors and turned four inning-ending double plays on the night.
South Florida useq eight
pitchers on the night, unintentionally, as the Bulls struggled to keep
the Golden Knights off the basepaths and off the scoreboard.
Brendan Fuller (0-2) took the
loss in relief for USE Mike Barclay
went 2-for-4 with a home run and
three RBI. Daniel Boyd posted a
solid night, going 2-for-4 with
three · runs scored and an RBItriple .

UCF's team batting average
rose to .332 after the 19 hits
tonight.
;

Pope breaks UCF career strikeout record
With 14 strikeouts in his start
against Campbell on Friday, Justin
Pope moved past Brian Ahem into
first place on the UCF career
strikeout list. Pope's third punchout
was the 271st of bis Golden Knight
career, passing AJlem's 270. Pope
is now 9-1 this season with a 1.47
ERA, and has struck out a TAACleading 105 batters.
Wrre services were used in this report
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Ehmsberger among conference leaders in nine categories
FROM PAGE A-28

said. ''I'm more happy that we've
swept the past two weekends. I
don't care if I wouldn't have gotten
the award, we swept and that's all
that matters."
Ehrnsberger said that his sud, den outburst of power has come as
a result of becoming more comfortable at UCF.
~think I'm getting more comfortable with the season," he said. ''I
started out pretty slow, which is
usual for me. I just got in a groove
and kept it going for a while:'
For reasons neither coach nor
player kho~ l!hrnsberger seems
to hit better .on the road. He has 10
homeruns and 18 RBI· in 12 road
games this season.
· "I wish I knew," Ehrnsberger
said. "If J knew the problem I'd fix
it so I could hit some here, but I'll
take them anywhere I can get
them."
Bergman agreed.
.
''As long as he keeps hitting
them, I don't care where it is," he
. said.
This season Ehmsberger is
leading the team in six categories:
runs (44), homeruns (13), RBI (40),
slugging percentage (.694), walks
(32), and total bases (100). He is in
the top 10 in nine TAAC categories:

homeruns (1st), runs (1st), sacrifice looked at a lot of different things
flies (t-lst), total bases (2nd), walks and UCF was a good fit for me. I
(3rd), RBI (3rd), slugging percent- knew we were going to have a good
age (3rd), on base percentage (8th), team."
and hits (10th).
Ehrnsberger said he is happy
When Ehrnsberger first got to with the decision he made.
UCF, he said it was strange being
''I expected us to be doing this
the new guy again, which is why he well," he said. ''We lost some
thinks it took him a while to get games I think we should have won,
comfortable.
but I think we've fought back as a
"It was like I was a freshman team. I like our·chances right now.
all over again," he said. ''I felt like I I love it here."
had to prove myself to (my teamGrowing up, Ehmsberger said
mates) and the coaching staff. That he really did not look up to any athmay have had something to do with · letes. It was his parents that had the
my struggles at the beginning of the greatest impact on him.
season. I was pressing too hard, try· ''I really didn't look up to any
ing to prove myself. Now I'm just players;' he said. ''I really look up
rel~g and playing."
to ;my parents. They've been very
· At Ohio State Ehmsberger was . supp~utive of me. They're always
named All-Big Ten his sophomore · my biggest fan.s. Eve.n tol!ight
and junior years. He and teammate they're still up in Ohio, but I guarand fellow .transfer Jeremy Kurella antee . y.ou they're listening to the
are the only two players ever earn Internet broadcast."
that distinction in back-to-back
While he played other sports-in
years. Kurella transferred from high school, such as golf and basNorthw~tem University.
ketball, Ehrnsberger said baseball
Ehrnsberger was named sec- was his first love and he knew he
ond-team .All-America his st>pho- would be ·able to play at the next
more year and was a Mizuno..__ ~Yel. ··. ·· . . . ·
Freshman All-American, but Ohio
: .<1;ve always thougbt I could
State wasn't .where he wanted to '(piay Division I baseball);' he said.
finish his collegiate career.
''I started getting letters early in
"I was leaving Ohio State "'~'high schoo~, SQ that k:ipd of ~ove
regardless;' he said. ''I had a bad sit- · me to .~'ant to get that much better.
uatlon up there with the coach. I .., I~ Just kind of snowballed from

there."
Bergman said that Ehmsberger
has been a big contributor to the
team, both offensively and defensively.

· "He does very well for us;'
Bergman said. ''The one thing that's
really ~one unnoticed in his streak
offensively was the good plays he's
riiade defensively."

PBOl'O BY ADAM SHIVER

Senior third baseman Chad Ehmsberger is hitting .340 this season with a
team-leading 13 home run.s and 40 RBis.

Pope delivers another so~d pertoffilance in series-opening win
Campbell starters Wes· Hepler
seventh · inning rally shifted the Leading 2-0 in the seventh inning momentum in Campbell~~ favor)," that should have -never happened. and Matt Kleweno combined to
losing the second game of the dou- . he said. "But we~re an experienced We should not allow that to hap- pitch two complete games, allowbleheader 6-1 and dropping its sec- team. We 're a mature team. . pen."
ing just three runs and 14 hits to a
ond Trans America Athletic
Conference series,of the year. ·
UCF starter Paul Lubrano had
his worst outing since taking over
the third spot in the rotation, giving
up six runs and six hits in just 1.1
innings of work. After spotting
Campbell those six runs, the
Golden Knights were unable to dQ...anything offensively, scoring their
only run of the game with two outs
in the final ln,ning.
''We didn't pitch, we didn't hit
and we didn't field," UCF· Head
Coach Jay Bergman said. ''We just
got our butts beat. I would have
never believed that somebody
would have come in and allow us
to only score six runs in three
games. That's very surprising."
Bergman said Campbell's
offensive explosion in the seventh
inning of the first game took the
PBOO'O BY JOE KALEJTA
Junior right-hander Justin Pope is having a record-.setting season. Most recently, he became UCF's all-time strikeout
wind out of his team's sails.
''There's no question that (the leader.
: FROM PAGE A-28
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Oviedo's First Full
Service Car Wash!

Any Detail
Service

UCF team that had been averaging
8.5 runs per game.
In the first,game·of the series,
Pope and Campbell starter Shaun
Poole put on a pitching clinic. In
UCF's 3-1 win, Pope pitched a·
four-hitter, striking out 14 and
allowing only an unearned run,
while Poole gave up just three hits
and two runs in 6.1 innings.
"His slider was probably the
best it's been," Bergman said of
Pope. ''The thing about it that's so
amazing with him is that we don't
score a lot of runs when he pitches.
He has to go out there every time
and he has no wiggle room. It's
amazing, he just knows how to
compete."
Mike Fox hit a solo home run
for UCF, while Jeremy Kurella and
Wayne Summers also had RBis.
The series loss drops UCF's
record to 32-10 on the season,
including a 10-5 mark in TAAC
play. The Golden Knights may not
drop too far in the national polls,
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Transfer of
.power
Ehmsberger shines in first season at UCF
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

The UCF baseball team received some much
needed power when third baseman Chad
Ehmsberger decided to transfer to UCF from
Ohio State.
So far this season, the senior third baseman has
13 homeruns for the Golden Knights, leading
the team and the Trans America Athletic
Conference. Second baseman Mike Fox is
next on the team with seven homeruns.
UCF Heµd Coach Jay Bergman said that
Ehmsberger's power has helped to relieve the
hole left by the departure of Dustin Brisson and
Matt Bowser, who were both drafted after last season.

(

''He has brought a lot of offense to our team,''
Bergman said. "The interesting thing was, we lose
Brisson with 17 homeruns and Bowser with 12 or
13, close·to 30 homeruns (combined), but Chad and
Jeremy (Frost) together have 19 homeruns so we
really haven't lost much. They've bridged that gap
for us very well."
Eight of Ehmsberger's 13 homeruns have
come since March 31, when he hit three in a doubleheader against Mercer. On April 6, he hit three
homeruns in a game against Samford. He also had
six RBI and five runs in the game. He won TAAC
Player-of-the-Week last week, hitting .412 and
scoring nine runs.
"I'm happy about the award,'' Ehmsberger

EHRNSBERGER, Page A-26

UCF baseball drops two of three to Campbell
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Entering the seventh inning of the first game
of last Saturday's doubleheader with
Campbell, the 11th-ranked UCF baseball
team appeared to be headed for a series
sweep and Top 10 national ranking.
Then all hell broke loose.
After winning the opening game of the
series on Friday behind yet another masterful performance by Justin Pope,
UCF held a 2-0 lead entering the final
inning of Saturday's opening game.
Jason Arnold was in process of
matching Pope's brilliance, carrying a
one-hitter into the inning. But Arnold

couldn't finish off the Camels, and when the dust
'settled, Campbell had won the game 6-2.
Tony Della Costa started off th.e seventh for
CU with a double, and then advanced to third base
on a wild pitch. Arnold then walked Michael
Wmeke, and pinch runner Travis Cobb stole second. Della Costa scored on another wild pitch, and ·
Cobb came home on a single by Jeff Huff. After
another run anc! two more baserunners, Nie Carter
hit a three-run home run, chasing Arnold from the
game. Zach Sutton came on in relief and struck out
Della Costa to end the inning, but the Golden
Knights were unable to score in the bottom of the
seventh.
UCF ~ever recovered from the Campbell rally,

POPE, Page A-26

Men's tennis among the favorites at TAAC ChampionshipS
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

When the UCF men's tennis team walks onto the courts
of the John Drew Smith Tennis
Center this weekend in Macon,
Ga. , they' 11 be in far better
position then they were a year
ago.
Why? , Because they've
been there.
This year's team won't get

tiiaSllS
Trii*

$9.99
llPlmfE!

an easier draw in the first round
of the Trans America Atlantic
Conference Championships,
but the Golden Knight team
that as a No. 3 seed lost 4-1 in
the opening round to No. 6
Stetson last season pales in
comparison to the team that
will have a similar seeding this
year. ·
Last season at this time,
Bobby Cashman's first as head
coach, the Knights came into

the TAAC championships with
a decent 11-11 record. But the
numbers were deceiving. That
team faced little in the way of
major competition ~nd it
showed when the stakes rose.
With his first opportunity to
make an imprint on the team's
schedule, Cashm.an took action.
Matches against the University
of Florida, the University of
South Florida, UAB, Penn
State, an~ DePaul appeared on

the schedule. All of these .teams
spent
· time
in
the
WingspanBank.c·o m Collegiate
Tennis Rankings this year,
along with TAAC rivals
Georgia State, Stetson, and
Florida Atlantic. And ·so did
UCF.
"It's going to help us cause
I don't think we're going to be
afraid to play anyone,"
Cashman said of the tough
schedule. "An,d thafs what it

really comes
down to just not be
afraid to play
the
good
teams
and
try to win it."
Now, as
the Golden ...._
Knights
enter
this

__

__

,_..;.;

Cashman
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Dutkast .brought dawn the HOB
LISA CERICOLA
SWFWRITEB

A lot of people were surprised that I had tickets
to see Outkast's "Stank Love Tour" at House of
Blues Wednesday night. Being an indie-rock kind
of girl, I don't make it a habit to go to hip hop or rap·
. concerts, but I like listening to a lot of hip-hop
artists like Jurassic 5, Lauryn Hill, Deltron 3030, A
Tribe Called Quest and the Beastie Boys. I had high
expectations for Outkast, and although the show
d_idn't disappoint me, it had its drawbacks. Namely,
vomit on my new shoes.
House of Blues was sold out weeks in advance
for the show, and if you haven't been to a sold out
show there, it's hard to describe how seriously
crowded the venue can get. As the opening act
Ludacris started their set, I squeezed into a small
spot upstairs and jealously eyed the empty rows of
VIP seats directly below. About ten minutes into the
opening set, the couple hogging the bench next t-0
me surprisingly got up and left. I shrugged and slid
over to finally get a view that wasn't obstructed by
a giant wooden pole.
Something was wet and sticky under my feet,
and it wasn't just spilled beer. Obviously my neighbors had liad a little too much to drink (or eat), and
I was standing right in whatever it was. But like I
said, the view was good. What's a little vomit? A
few minutes later, the guy and girl returned with
about five cocktail napkins and pushed me out of
their seats. I spent the rest of the show in the back
by the bar, straining to see ~ver a wall of people.

)

Besides the music itself, one of the best things .
about hip-hop is that it draws such a ~iverse crowd.
In my section alone, I spotted two young girls with
their father, a few enormous afros~ two girls who
semi-stripped for the HOB security guards, .a girl
with short pink hair, a family who brought their
child and every race and type of tattoo imaginable.
You will never see such diversity at an indie-rock
·
show.
Ludacris, who is also a dirty south boy from
Atlanta, Ga., worked the crowd into a frenzy with
songs from his latest release Back for the First
Time. Everyone on the floor seemed to know all the
lyrics to his songs, and it was great to see so much
support for an artist who really worked his way up
in the industry. Sex, hoes, violence and life in the
South makes up the bulk of Ludacris' material; his
music is more about intensity than meaning. It's
amazing how a song that repeats four lines about
hoes can earn so much money and airplay. It's
almost.. .ludicrous.
·
.
Certain moments in his set were
a little odd.. As
.
many musicians love to do, he went on and on about
smoking marijuana and asked the audience to hold
up their lighters if they "were smokin' .tonight."
Pretty funny in a place tha.t forbids pot smoking and
had also hung big banners for Truth, a popular antitobacco organization.
At the end of the show, Ludacris asked girls in
the audience to flash him for t-shirts. A few were

happy to oblige, but not many. After telling the
crowd multiple times to go and buy merchandise,
Ludacris's crew threw t-shirts, posters and free CDs
out into the audience. Note to bands: CDs are not a
good thing to throw to people. One of the plastic
cases thrown from across the room came hurtling by
and.missed me by a few inches. Not cool.
Compared to the bold, but simple black and
white American flag backdrop used during
Ludacris' set, Outkast's stage was Broadway caliber.
They had dancers in uniform, live musicians, a few
costume changes, back-up singers, a really neat
lunar-looking backdrop and a cavernous .set-up for
their DJ.
Big Boi and Andre 3000 took rhe stage, dressed
in their trademark yin-yang style: Big Boi in an
Atlanta athletic jersey and Andre sporting just a pair
of wild blue spaceman pants. Throughout the show,
they alternated s6ngs off of Stankonia, their critically acclaimed newest release. ••Gasoline Dreams"
was the perfect opener-powerful, loud and in your
face. Big Boi and Andre were all over the stage,
rapping directly into the crowd. Other highlights of
the show included older songs like· "Wheelz of
Steel," "ATLiens" and "Aquemini" and newer tracks
like "So Fresh, So Clean."
So much of hip-hop revolves around ego, and
there was plenty of posturing and self-promoting

•
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Comedians

•

Ill

the Mist

DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRUER

Last Tuesday, at 8 p.m., I had the opportuni- some particularly interesting habits. His con- ticularly notable. At one point during my obserty to observe two very unique creatures in their stant references to the act of "mating" were just vations he got off the stage to convince those
natural habitat. The place was Loco's in the one of these behaviors. For instance, he playing the game to stop. After a rather rude
Student Union. Hidden behind a glass panel, described that his two favorite things in the response from the creatures playing the game he
with pen in hand, I watched these strange crea- world were muffins and women. If present, one remarked, "Next !ime I don't want to have an
tures known as "comedians" perform before me. may have heard him utter, "If I pulled do:wn a orgasm, can I think of your face?" Clearly a very
The following text is from my own personal woman's pants and saw a muffin there·, I would hostile verbal statement, although in this case
journals, recounting my experience. Jane say, 'Baby you need to go see ~tor about · warranted. Another point of interest was Joe
that, but after I eat."' This is of course a rough Matarese's dislike of "Beverly Hills 90210," or
Goodall would be so proud.
The first of these "comedians" was a male by summary of the sounds heard. Overall, this crea- at least the opening scene. Also, his willingness
the name of Mitch Fatel. Some may remember ture was very amusing; I would encourage any to mock the nerdy members of the audience sithim from such documentaries as "The Tonight willing student out there to study him up close if ting near the stage were characteristic of his
Show" and various· programs on the always- given the chance.
species, although still highly am.using. All in all
insightful "Comedy Central." This past Tuesday,
The natives knew the second specimen I Joe Materese was an excellent specimen of the
Mitch Fatel presented the eager onlookers with a · encountered as Joe Matarese. This creature may "comedian" species. He is a worthy candidate
clear display of comedy. At the beginning o( the also be familiar to all the nature-watchers out for" dissection any day of the week.
show, I noticed that Mitch seemed to have the there, having appeared on programs such as
Taking all my observations into account,
· Adam Sandler-esque voice down pat. -Xou know, "MTV's Spring . Break", "The Carson Daily these two "comedians" present two of the besi
the child-like voice that Sandler uses so often in Show" and "The Jiin Breur Show." Here is my specimens I have seen in my long years as a nathis own "documentaries." How.ever, unlike that description of this creature's behaviors, eager uralist. Clearly there must have been some
abomination of nature, Mitch F,atel was true to naturalists. Joe Materese had many characteris- heavy natural selection at work here. So, if
his ancestors, possessing what is known in sci- tics that set him apart from other members of his given the opportunity to see either of these creaentific circles as "humor." In observing the species, Comedius Vulgarious. For one., his tures, I encourag~ you to do so.
behavior of this exquisite specimen, I noticed intense hatred of those playing air hockey is par-
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SPECIAL!
May 3rd, 4th & 5th

Wondering what to do with those empty nights waiting for the television to spontaneously create some decent programs? Why not go out and see a live show somewhere in
Orlando. What? You don't know what is coming to this great town of ours? Well, here are a
few options for consideration .
Friday, April 20: Moody Blues will be
playing two shows at the Hard Rock Live. A
group that has kept their songs as deep and
melodic as they were when "Knights in White
Satin" and "I Know You're Out There
Somewhere" first infected our radio waves.
This is sure to be a
good show if you are
in the mood to kick
back and listen to
, some very mellow musk. Shows start at 7 p.m. and lOp.m.; Ticket
prices are $58.75 floor and $53.75 balcony.
Friday, April 20: D.L. Hughley comedy hour at the Bob Carr
Cente.r. One of the "Origi'nal Kings of Com~dy" Hughley will be
sure to keep the crowd in hysterics in his one-man show. Tickets are
$32 and $36 and the show
begins at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, April 21:
Matchbox Twenty (with Everclear and Lifehouse) at
the T.D. Waterhouse Centre. Orlando locals
Matchbox Twenty come back_to rock the town they
sprang from promoting their sophomore album, Mad
Season. Always a great performance, they will definitely' bring the house down with their 0-town return.
Ticket prices range from $25 - $32.5d and the show
starts at 7:30 p.m.
Monday, April 23: Atlantic Records Showcase,
featuring Edwin McCain, Uncle Kracker, Duncan Sheik,
& David Garza at Hard Rock Live. Easily the most
promising of the upcoming April live events, this show is
a songwriters showcase that looks to be very entertaining
with four talented lyricists and musicians on the same
ticket for one venue only. This will be the only night and
place to see these four
artists in one place
together. It should be a
great show. Tickets are
only $22 and the show
begins at 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 26:
MXPX with Ultimate
Fakebook and Good Charlotte at Hard Rock Live. The
punk/rock combination that is MXPX is always a good
recipe for a live show and with the addition of two openers, the show should have at least one good set of music.
Cheap tickets at only $12 each and the doors open at 8
p.m.
Sunday, April 29:
WJRR's Earthday Birthday in downtown Orlando. This
all day event, on par with Lollapalooza ~ n terms of
selected artists, should really, really rock. The scheduled bands on the ticket are: Disturbed, Staind, 7 mary
3, Monster Magnet, Tantric, Skrape, SoiL Wrong,
Sustained, SpineShank, Cold 7, Buckcherry and headliners The Offspnng. You can't beat 12 bands in one
afternoon, but it would be wise to drink what you want
before you get in because water and other beverages are
likely to be pretty pricey. Advance tickets are $25 while
tickets bought the day of are $28.

1 FREE Bottle of Champagne

Student adio Station

(group of 6 or more)
Please call for reservations for parties of 6 or more

on

Open for Lunch & Dinner

Campus abl Ch nnel 21
oil your

11 am to 10:30pm
100 Carrigan Avenue• Oviedo, Fl

Corner of Alafaya Trail

365-4774
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Dear Sexpert,
For our six month anniversary, my boyfriend bought me
some lingerie. The problem is that it's hideous! He picked it
out all by himself and apparently thought that it would be
sexy. It is two sizes too big and has a horrible flowered pattern. How can I ask him to take it back, or take it back
myself, without hurting his feelings?
-Grandma nightie, 22

I

I wonder if you've tried it' on in front of him yet. As soon as
you do put it on in front of him, he will be able to see how horrific looking his present truly is. Or ther~'s a slight chance that
he actually gets turned on by seeing you in moo-moo.type sleepwear. You can be the judge of how to handle the situation just
based on his reaction to the sight of you wearing it. If he does
burst out laughing (if it really is that hideous), then you can both
laugh all the way to the store to return it together with no awkwardness. But if he oohs and aahs over it, you have to be more
delicate about tp.ings. Ask him why he likes it and if he thinks it's
too big for you. If he says that it's "just right" then you need to
come right out and tell him that you're not comfortable in it or
be stuck wearing it for him all the time. It is meant more for him
than you in the first place, but if you don't feel sexy in it, then it
defeats the purpose. Ask him to go with you to the store so he
can observe what you pick out (not ~to mention your correct
size). It's mostly trial and error until he gets it right, but that's the
nice part. Any present is better than no present at all.

Dear Se><pert,

Buys.you the Largest
To-Go Soda on Campus.
Enjoy aCoke, Diet Coke, Sprite; Lemonade, Mr. Pibb,
Birch Root Beer or. aFres~
Brewed Lipton Tea
.
.-,

So come visit Certifie.d·Loco's Pub &Grill!
Haine ofthe Famous Buffaio Chickeh Sandwich .,...,;.,
Phone

282-1900 ·Fax 282-1905 • In the UCF Student Union
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My girlfriend wants me to put a 'ring below m~ waist'. If 1,
you're not familiar with the specifics, it's placed at the base I
of a pen,is before erection. Then as erection is achieved, it
restricts-blood ·flow back to the body therefore prolonging
and in most cases not allowing an orgasm. My question is:
am I in my fight mind to place this accessory on my penis? Is
it perfectly safe, and I shouldn't worry at all? Any guidance
will be greatly appreciated. Thank you.
-Ringading, 20

I'm glad you have been somewhat reluctant in trying this out.
Actually it really isn't the safest thing for you to be using. The
thing is, your body's cells, no matter where · they are located,
need oxygen and to get rid of waste materials that are produced.
Sex takes a lot of energy, so there are going to be a lot of waste
materials being produced. When you restrict the blood from
leaving your penis as well as letting new blood in to your penis
your cells can actually die which weakens penile function.
Another problem with this is, since the. blood is not circulating through to filter out the waste products, your penis is going
to swell. Because of this you ~ill be putting a lot of pressure on
the capillaries, arteries, veins and cavernous bodies that make up
the vasocongestion system that makes your penis erect. This can
lead to weakening the integrity of these vessels as well as
putting unwanted pressure on the caverns that the blood fills. So,
weakening of the vessels and caverns can lead to bursting capi°llaries or an increased chance of a penile fracture, which is when
a cavern breaks open spilling out the blood from it. It sounds like
you're breaking a bone (a loud popping nose), an4 it's very
painful as the name should 'imply. So, in my humble opinion,
steer clear from the ring down below. Some of those things
might not happen but you are going to slowly starve the tissue of
oxygen, which will either destroy it or make it weaker,
I would compromise with her. Go get some books on Tantra
and multiple orgasms for men. A good book about multiple
orgasms is entitled The Multi-Orgasmic Man by Mantak Chia.
That way you both will enjoy prolonged sex without the constraining devices. Thank you for writing in.

1

J
1

Make plans now, ~asting for Halloween positions begin:.

Thursday, June 14, 6 pm - 9 pm
At the Entertainment Department, Busch Gardens Tampa

I

.

Would you be interested and available for a seasonal position this fall for
evenings? Busch Gardens is seeking candidates to be part of our "Creature
Crew" enthusiastic and talented employees that bring fun and excitement
to our upcoming Halloween event. Speaking and non-speaking positions
are available. Back stage and guest assistance positions are also available.

1

For more information call:

Visit us on the world wide web:

(813) 987-5164 TampaTalent.com
Busch Gardens is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V. Busch Gardens is a drug free workplace.

..

Aries (March 21-April 20)

Image: "Outside the Kremlin, an American shoe sales-

Early next week financial restrictions are lifted, Taurus:
expect slow, steady changes.

man"

Message: Seizing the moment.
Before mid-week, Aries, watch for a key official to
introduce unexpected :financial information: cancelled
loans and. temporary restrictions are accented. Although
news may be negative, Aries, past employment or money
mistakes can now be easily transformed into sound business decisions. Pay special attention to new property
options, · government contracts or lucrative, short-term
projects. After Thursday social relations will be delicate:
expect increased gossip and fast romantic speculation.
Taurus (April 21-May 20)

Image: "Five brilliant stars in the pale morriing sky"
Message: Discovering another world.
Private love affairs or hidden loyalties between friends
may now be subtly revealed, Taurus. Over the next few
days romantic flirtations will be unmistakable; watch coworkers and officials for small indications of emotional
change. Some Taureans will also now enter into a ·highly
passionate relationship. Remain open, Taurus; new ·relationships will be temporary but seductive and rewarding.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Image: "At the Bingo hall, four expectant players"
Message: Waiting for the numbers.
Financial speculations and new contracts will work in
your favor this week, Gem. Early Wednesday watch for a
key official or government agency to offer unique opportunities in promotions, media, advertising or management.
Thoroughly research all major proposals~ however; before
mid-:M;ay employment facts, money promises or public
records may be temporarily misleading. After Friday
expect a sudden burst of physical energy: health, fitness
and social optimism. are now on the rise.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)

Image: "At sunset; birds quietly chirping from across the

wall of silence, Cancer: openly express your ideas, opinions or needs and watch for important emotional breakthroughs. After Thursday small financial decisions may be
required. Key issues involve short term investments, property management, repairs or renovations: stay focused.
Leo (July 23-August 22)

Image: "In prehistoric times, a nest of dinosaur eggs"
Message: Ancient beginnings.
Family and close social relationships will now enter a
btj.ef but intense period of past reflection or confrontation.
No serious or long lasting influences can be expe~ted
here, Leo, but do watch for loved ones to openly discuss
recent events, past social loyalties or yesterday's decisions. Be attentive, Leo: others may now need your dedication and support. After Thursday news from a distant
relative will be pleasing: travel plans, home renovations or
large purchases are indicated.

lake"

Message: Secure places.
Love relationships will be satisfying this · week,
Cancer: e¥1Y Tuesday expect loved ones to leave behind
past social anxieties or romantic doubts . .Family differences and minor disagreements will no longer create a

Vqo (August 23-September 22)
Image: "An excited puppy running across an open field"
Message: Freedom, joyful freedom.
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* Coming this Fall to Boardwalk

2 Oviedo
Oviedo Marketplace Mall
(outside entrance near
Bed Bath & Beyond)
-Red Bug Rd & The
Greenway (Hwy 417)
• 407-359-7028

••••••••••••••••••

10%off

Bring this ad with valid
U.C.F. ID card in to
Chamberlin's Oviedo
Marketplace and recieve
10% off on your next
purchase. Offer excludes
pre-discounted merchandise.

• ••••••••••••••••••
• Fresh Food Deli
• Energizing Smoothies
• Natural Vitamins

• Free Health Consultations
• Sports Nutrition
• Wtld Weekly Specials
• Bulk Snack Foods
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LEAD STORIES
-- Taking. advantage of the California electricity
crisis, aluminum producers Kaiser, Columbia Falls
and Golden Northwest have suspended production in
their plants along the Columbia River and are now in
the business of merely reselling their plants' electricity to California (for 18 times what it cost them),
according to a February Business Week report.
Kaiser says that alummum production is unprofitable
now, anyway, and that it still pays the workers in its
idled plants; however, the regional power administration in Portland, Ore., pointed out that the finns
acquired their rights to electricity only as aluminum
producers, not as electricity brokers, and wants them
to give back some profits.
-- Even Rugby Has Standards: Some players try
to intimidate opponents by grabbing their genitals
during tackles, but Australia's National Rugb~
League concluded in March that West Tigers' player
John Hopoate went beyond that and routinely stuck
his finger in opponents' anuses. The league suspended him for 12 weeks, but Hopoate resigned, and several days later was back in the news -announcing he·
would seek legal action against the New Zealand
Cancer Society for using his photo iri ads to publicize
the value of prostate exams.
-- A 59-year-old man was accidentally run over
and torn in half by a slow-moving tractor-trailer at a
gas station in West Pensacola, Fla., on March 22, but
according to a Pensacola News Journal report, the
torso portion continued to show signs of life, and
paramedics airlifted it to the West Florida Regional
Medical Center, where the man was not pronounced
dead until about 3 1/2 hours later. Said a truck driverwitness: "I couldn't believe it. If you're cut in half,
wouldn't you die instantly?"

nests dry by drinking any water that seeps in, then
exiting the nest, urinating, then returning to the nest,
repeating the process over and over until the nest is
dry. The researchers found that 2 ~ters -Of water
in a nest caused a colony's ants to scurry back and
forth until they had urinated 3,000 droplets outside.
Unclear on the Concept
-- A December recommendation by the Canadian
Transportation Safety Board (after investigating the
1998 crash of Swissair Flight 111) urged airlines to
drastically shorten the ~hecklist for cockpit detection
of onboard fires. At the time of the crash, Swissair's
checklist took about 30 minutes to run through; Flight
111 crashed 20 minutes after the first report of smoke.
-- Specially commissioned Braille posters with
the theme of equal treatment for the blind were on
display this winter at the Truro Leisure Center (Truro,
England) and the University of Alberta (Edmonton,
Alberta) human resources department However,
sighted people cannot read the posters because the
words are only in Braille, and the blind cannot read
the posters because in both locations the limited-edition posters were hung on the wall behind glass covers, to "protect" them.

Least Competent People
-- Marcus Calhoun, 24, was taken to the county
jail in Little Rock, Ark., on Jan. 29 on several misdemeanor charges, for which he would have been given
citations and_released after several hours' paperwork
and records checks. However, he became restless,
and when he heard the jailer call the name of a man
he knew was asleep in a back cell, he pretended to be
that man and was released. Family members convinced him to turn himself in (at about the same hour
he would have been released, anyway), but the result
of his ruse is that he now faces a felony escape
charge.

Bodily Essences in the News
-- In February, tennis star Boris Becker admitted
that he is the father of Russian model Angela
Ermakova's year-old baby girl; just a month earlier,
People Different Froni Us
newspapers in Germany were reporting that he had
-- In March, a N-orway, Maine, man (unnamed in
accused the model of impregnating herself with his a police report in the Oxford County Advertiser
sperm in anyxtortion plot engineered by Russian Democrat) was arrested for indecent exposure just
· gangsters. And in December, We&t Palm Beach, Fla, after he waited in line and made a purchase at a consocialite Nanette Sexton won a divorce court ruling to venience store with his zipper down and his genitals
have her husband's bedsheet-tested to prove that the in plain view. The man's last' brush with the law was
dried-up wet spot contained DNA from his girlfriend. in February at his apartment house, where police disAnd in a February article in the journal Nature, a . covered him fully clothed but with a frying pan inside·
University of Liverpool researcher found that male his pants, which he said was to protect his genitals in
sheep on the Scottish island of St. Kilda had so much case he got into a fight.
sex during mating season (average of 13 times a day)
Thinning the Herd
that they ran low on sperm, allowing many smaller,
weaker rams to move up in the mating queue.
-- A 19-year-old college student was killed in
March when she crashed into a parked trailer while
Can't Posmbly Be 'Ihle
joy-riding inside a: garbage can down what is believed
-- Officials in the tony Silicon Valley town of to be the world's steepest street, in Dunedin, New
Woodside, Calif. (population 5,600), recently debat- Zealand. And a 16-year-old boy froze to death in
ed compliance with a state law requiring that town to Febi;uary after becoming tangled in cables atop a Des
have at least 16 "affordable housing'1 units (maxi- Moines, Iowa, church he had just burglarized. And a
mum rent for a one-bedroom apartment, $870) in that 19-year-old straight-A student fell to his death in
otherwise-high-end real estate market, and the best March from a Funnan University donnitory balcony
they could come up ·with, acconling to a November when he lost his balance trying to win a spitting-forAssociated Press report, was to allow horse fanners distance contest with two friends (Greenville, S.C.).
to create '"apartments" for middle-class residents
inside their barns.
Also, in the Last Month -- Incumbent Mark Andrew Kem was re-elected
- Miguel Castillo was finally freed from prison in
Illinois in January after having served 11 years for a mayor of Belleville, m., over challenger Mark Alan
murder despite having an airtight alibi. At Castillo's Kem (with not one voter so far expressing Floridatrial, the medical examiner said the murder occurred style confusion over the ballot). A Maryland state
"before May 11 (1988)," and lab tests later fixed the agency reported that the No. 1 cause of death of pregday as May 7, 8 or 9, but Castillo was in jail on other nant women for the years 1993-98 was homicide.
charges during that time, and records showed he was Several angry viewers made death threats against
not released until May 14. Still, a jury convicted him Philadelphia TV meteorologist John Bolaris after his
because police officers ~d they heard Castillo con- prediction of an early-March snowstorm fizzled.
Police in Christchurch, New Zealand, got burglar
fess (though he consistently denied that).
• -- Frankfurt University researchers, according to
Stuart Robert McPherson's confession when he
January issue of New Scientist, found that ants living called up a ,victim just to taunt him about bis ''stuff
in bamboo stems in Malaysian rain forests keep their (being) crap."
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The book is a "#1 National Bestseller." So what? Movies like
The Bonfire of the Vanities have shown us not to expect a lot
from the movie -adaptations of excellent books. While it may be
on the short side, and a lot of funny parts were cut, Bridget
Jones's Diary was a triumph over the "good book-bad movie"
stereotype.
Casting Renee Zellweger as Bridget Jones seemed like the
kiss of death when it was first announced. She is a Texan" and
way too thin to play the slightly overweight, very British single- gal hero Bridget. After working very hard to make her critics eat
their words, including mastering hef English accent, interning
at a publishing house and gaining twenty pounds, Zellweger
became Jones. She was the perfect fit to a part that no one
thought she could pull off.
For the men out there (or the few unenlightened women)
who haven't read this book, it is a story of a true underdog, a
thirty-two year old single woman, versus everyone else in the
world: parents, "Smug Marrieds," smart-ass work colleagues
and the single men ieft to choose from that aren't gay: Bridget·
starts the New Year with a long list of the usual impossible revolutions (stop drinking, stop smoking, lose weight) and vows to
keep a diary to better control her life. That plan quickly fizzles
though, as life throws her obstacles from every angle. While
some of the subplots are shortened and altered some, for entertainment's sake, and more than a few of the' cul~l references
have mysteriously become Americanized, the main dlar~cters
stay pretty true to the novel (Though Bridget is noticeably -less
neurotic on screen).
Hugh Grant taka a surprising tum as Daniel Cleaver;
Bridget's bos.s and all around "prat. •• He is the emoo.tiliaeat of
the commitment-phobic egomaniac that you can't help 1Jut love.
Grant, usually playing the underdog himself (itr Notting Hill,
for example), is very good at playing this bad boy part, probably because it mirrors his true identity more than we can possibly know. Mark Darcy, the sophisticated and rich son of her parents' friends, is played by Colin Firth, who looks very, very different from his days as Lord Wessex in Shakespeare in Love.
Firth actually played the part of the character that inspired the
fictional Mark Darcy: Pride and Prejudice's Mr. Darcy on the
BBC. Who better for the part in this film?
While Bridget Jones's Diary may seem like your typical
romantic comedy, well .. .it sorta is. But it will keep you laughing, and you do get lo learn a lot of cool Brit lingo like "bugger
off," "f*ckwittage," "snogging" and "bullocks" to annoy others
who aren't in the know. It's a jolly good movie.
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Crossword
ACROSS

1 Grange
5 Sentry's
command
9 Astonish
14 _ fixe
15 Imitation spread
16 Actor Charles
17 Prevaricator
18 Skiers' ride
19 Unconventional
language
20 Health care
payment syst.
22 Depart In a

hurry
23
24
27
29

30
34

Provide tor
Monitor markers
Pithy saying ·
Merchandise
quantity
Joplin hit, "Me
and Bobby _ "
Under the
weather
Sad
Word of woe

35
36
37 Gut

39 Recent
40 Deliver a
diatribe
41 "Norma
42 Different43 Excavate
·44 Saloon
47 Endanger
49 Ore processor
54 Sparse
55 Plot outline
56 Plug starter?
58 Iridescent
gemstone
59 Drinking cups
60 Putter Palmer
61 Uncommon
62 Yearn
63 Prods ·
64 Formerly, once
65 Game units

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Movies
French farewell
Enjoys a novel
Deserve
TYpe of balloon
Unpigmented

4118181
7 Star role
8 Rocky peak
9 Soak up
1O Gangsters'

Solutions

girlfriends
11 Khomeinl for
one
12 Buddhist sect
13 Work unit
21 May or Ann
22 Big and strong
24 Prison unit
25 Way to go
26 Guide
28 More despicable
30 _ Gras
!llllllll111111to;;;..+..;+;;..
31 Demand as a
right
32 Boarding bridge
33 Winter hrs. in
Boston
45 Academy
35 Sandwich letters
Awards
37 Egghead
46 Brunch selection
38 British ·
48 Uncanny
nobleman
50 Tibetan
42 Portent
teachers
44 Slows down
51 Cease-fire

52 Skater's figure
53 American
Beauties
55 Box to train
56 Dupe
57 In favor of
58 Miner's bonanza
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Late Tuesday, Virgo, a work announcement or business proposal
may initiate a lengthy period of expansion and revised career ambi- ·
tions. Key areas of concern are corporate permissions, shared contracts and changed job titles. Tuesday through Friday watch financial records and business tactics closely for valuable clues. Some
Virgos, especially those born in August, may find that the complex
workplace politics of the last 4 months now create unexpected
opportunities: stay alert.

Libra (September 23-0ctober 23)
Image: "In a crowded sandbox, a boy with a pink plastic shovel"
Message: Talcing action.
Quick messages and new instructions may soon cause subtle but
important changes in working relationships, Libra: early Wednesday
expect -key officials or work partne :s to openly discuss sh01t-term
.[· plans or revised policies. Your role may be more influential than is
r
apparent, Libra: at present, group sm. cess depends heavily on your
public confidence and leadership abilities. Later this week social
dynamics are also difficult: expect close friends to be temporarily
moody or unresponsive.

I

Scorpio (O~tober 24-November 21)
Image: "A small white envelope taped under a desk drawer"
Message: Finding the plans.
Close friends and potential lovers will now respond warmly to
new proposals, Scorp.' Provide obvious invitations over the next few
days and expect honest, decisive answers. Before next week loved
ones will be receptive to your social ideas, group suggestions and
romantic style. After Friday expect friends or relatives to openly
speculate about, recent romantic triangles or ongoing social mistake~. Remain.detached, Scorp: the loyalties of others may now be
complicated by outdated social beliefs.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
Image: "At bedtime, a young child clutching a story book"
Message: Asking for attention.
·
Early this week, Sage, a loved one mayrequire extra support or
encouragement: before Thursday expect family conflicts or romantic disagreements to_be highly distracting. Remain cautious, Sage:
over the next 12 days friends and lovers will be mildly dramatic and
sensitive to new social or romantic information. After Friday
dreams, insights and glimpses into the future will be a strong theme:
listen carefully lD.. sudden hunches and quick social impressions.

APRIL 20 ONLY IN lHEAlR~S
• f

Capricorn (December 22-January 20)
Image: "On a country pond, a gaggle of quacking ducks"
Message: Fowl pl_ay.
Social misunderstandings and romantic ethics may soon become
an intense topic ()f conversation, Cap. For the next 3 days loved ones
will be int_rospective, socially withdrawn and ·doubtful. Respond
quickly to · all questions or statements, Sage: ·before Wednesday
loved ones will need your guidance and support. After Thursday
family invitations and home proposals will be rew~ding: plan for
unexpected social gatherings and unique family events .

The ROyal Hanneford Circus
Saturday and Sunday, April 21 and 22
Shows at 10:00 AM, 2:30 PM and 7:00 PM each day
.General Admission $10.00 Each
1

Tickets On Sale Now At
Bahia Shrine Center
2300 Pembrook Drive
Orlando, FL 32810
(407) 660.8811

Aquarius (January 21-February 19)
Image: "Late at night, wind whistling through the foresf'
Message: Moving ideas,
. Clearly state ,your feelings and needs in social or family relationships this week, Aquarius. Complex changes or recent time
schedule adjustments may soon cause unnecessary confusion.
Loved op.es will be unable to resolve group disagreements without
your input, Aquarius: be supportive. After Wednesday review
recently strained workplace relations. New job roles or subtle emotional changes between co-workers may soon require attention:
gather reliable information before taking action.

Pisces (February 20-March 20)
Image: "After the victory, a gladiator faces a cheering crowd"
Message: Social spectacle.
Rekindled friendships and love affairs will bring positive
rewards early this week, Pisces. After a brief period of miscommunications, muturu respect and affection can now be re-established. ·
Contact distant friends or lovers, Pisces, and make new social
arrangements: all is well. After Tuesday avoid excess spending;
before next week money records and paperwork may require special
attention. Stay focused on long-term purchases, Pisces: saving and
family goals should now be a top priority.

Proceeds benefit
Bahia Shrine Center.
Payments are
not tax deductible.

UCFARENA

If )OOI' birthday is dlfi week. ..older relatives or long-term finnily fiiends may
soon request more of your titre, attention and dedication. Over tre next 3 mooth.s
· watch for a stfaiy increme in family cliscu.mis, property decisions and creative
barre solutions. Living arrangetrents and shared resixxisibilities will bean ongoing theme before mid-August fiOO positive ways to bring greater comfoo: and
security to loved ones. Later this year romantic relations will become serious,
dedicated and powerfully rewmding: befcxe early November watch for im{xrtant nxnantic ~and shared daily oc social coonnitlmlts.
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going down. I can't count the
amount of times the crowd
was reminded of how many
Outkast albums have been
sold. And you can't stroke
your ego without mentioning
the hoes. At one point, a girl
was lifted out of the crowd
and put in various sexual positions, including having her
face rubbed by one of the performer's groin. I don't know
what bothers me more: the
. messed-up perception rappers
have of women, ·or the fact
that most of these women like
to be called hoes.
Soon after "We Luv Dez
Hoezs," Outkast turned politically correct and started
preaching about responsibility
and taking care of your
babies, an obvious intro to
"Ms. Jackson." For a few
moments, the crowd turned
into a i..' 1spel choir, swinging
and swaying to the sing-along
music. It was definitely one of
the shows highest points. For
the grand stank finale, Outkast
brought down the house with
the amazing "Bombs Over
Baghdad." Colored lights
pulsed :;ind bass shook the
walls as the crowd frenetically
danced in whatever space they
could find. It was explosive;
the perfect amount of intensity for a show that just wouldn't quit.
Hip-hop shows will probably never be my thing, but
once in awhile you need a
band like Outkast to give you
a musical slap in the face.

vi

With a money-saving Eurailpass, you can make tracks in
Europe wherever and whenever the impulse moves you.
A variety of Railpasses are available,
including: Eurailpass Youth FlexiTravel any 10/15 days in 2 months
(17 countries), $458/599*

--------COMMUNICATIONS S T O R E S - - - - - - - -

AUTH.ORIZED RETAILERS ·!

ORLANDO
2914 E. Colonial Or.
(across from Fashion Square Mall)

~~ailEurope

407-894-sno
n20 S. Orange Blossom Trai

tii.liUiillTravel ~

[corner of OBT and Sand Lake Rd.)

407-851-9040
Fashion Square Mall Kiosk
{near food court)

America's Leader in Student Travel

407-851-9040

1-800-2Council
www.counciltravel.com
•Must be under age 26 on first day of fravel.
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ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
440 E. Attamonte Dr.

407-a314664
Altamonte Springs Mall Kiosk
(near food court)
OVIEDO
8155 Red Bug Lake Rd.
(across frQlll Oviedo Matketplaee)
407-36~949

LAKELAND
Lakeland Square Mall KiOsk
(near food court)

941-859-2843
DAYTONA

2475 Intl. Speedway Blvd.
"(Volusia Ave. 11 the Home Depot
Shopping Center)

904-226-8000
MELBOURNE
1406 W. New Haven Ave.
Gus! east of Melbourne SQuare Mal on
Rt 192)
321·984-0320

LEESBURG
LeesblHg Square Mall Kiosk
(near load courl)
~

M-f
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Sun.

9-8
11Hi
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~

Open RegU;ir .Mall Hours

KISSIMMEE
Ceil City

Freddy's Beepers &Cellular

407420.9507

407-518-1994

International CeOufa.<

OCOEE
Ceil City

407-59%222

407-8n-1166
ORLANDO
The Beeper Outlet

407-381·9091
firsl Class Communicatior;s

407--436-8990

Quantek Cellular

407-522-9292

Secunty World
407-895-5700
SIJperTel

407·736-1288
TelNetofOrlando

407-294-1234

Subject to terms of Ce11ular Service Agreement and Price Plans. Credit approval required. $175 early termination fee. CDMA Web Enabled phone required. All calls subject to taxes, tolls and other charges .
Available where compatible digital ser>1ice is provided. Tw<rway messaging requires a tw<rway capable wireless phone. Phone must be purchased separately. ©2001 Verizon Wireless
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•
Wow. You are a virgin ..

•

I mean, we're your boys, man,
and you never said anything ...

And Tracy isn't.
I guess that's why she really
broke up with me... I just can1t
believe she never told me.

I never said anything
'cause I didn 1t have to.
All through high school
everyone just assumed
that I was _good with
the ladies. I just never
said that I wasnit. I let
everybody keep on
thinking whatever they
wanted to.-

..

•

•
•

•

C'mon, manl
That would not
have let us downl

t

(sniff) Can 1t talk now..
l m having (sniff) trouble
dealing with this...
1

•

•
~

Felix
by
Steve
McCain

@2001

•

Need A Job? Internship?
..

Gain valuable experience in advertising, sales and .
public relations selling yellow J?age advertis~ng for the

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS DIRECTORY.
Earn $500 a week plus • Internships may be available

Tickets On Sale Now!
MONDAY, APRIL 23 @7PM

GV Publications is looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented
students for challenging, well-paying job!
Expense-paid training.

Call 1-800-288-3044
or e-mail your resume to gvpubs@aol.com
Visit our website at www.gvpublications.com
All inquiries attention Gary Voyles
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London ••••••••• $408
Rome •••••••••• S378 ··:·,_,.·,··:\
Amsterdam.........$398
Rio de Janiero•••. $&&8
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HYUnDAI Driving i Believing ..
.

10 YEAR, 100,000 MILE
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY!!
S·YEAR, 60,000 MILE
·BUMPER TO BUMPER WARRANTY!!
-

BEST IN THE INDUSTRY! .

EiAN1u

On~

auto, a/c, stereo and more!
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